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Mrs. Martha Oliver — Volunteer Firefighter
Mrs. Martha Oliver Serves As
Volunteer Firefighter At Hazel
By Jennie 8. Gordon
Last Halloween the members of the
Hazel Volunteer Fire, Department
worked throughout the night combating
the several tire burnings and one
building fire set by local pranksters. It
was not a pleasant holiday treat for any
Mr9-!-MSrtita •OtIver;-ff*
was jest one facet of her job.
Mrs. Martha Oliver, of Hazel, KY, is
a very busy woman. In addition to being
s oltintter firefiokter, she is' a
housewife. She has been married four
_years to.Preston Oliver.owner, _of_the_ _
Hazel Furniture Store and himself a
member of the Fire Department. She is
also very active in other community--
- affairs. She meets regularly with the
senior citizens, does home visiting, and
actively takes -part in local projects.
Mrs. Oliver is noted in the area for her
needlework and keen interest in' an-
tiques. Generally, she loves; and is -
loved by all in her community. '
Now Mrs. Oliver is not what one
-Would -6011-sider • an activist in the
women's liberation movement, but she
is very adamant in her belief that as a
fire-fighter, women can do the job as
well as men. She is more than a good
example that her belief is grounTled.
Her work done as a volunteer is highly
, commendable and this is due to her
having some expertise as a fireman.
(Excuse me - fireperson. )
First, Mrs. Oliver h,agover two years
experience as a fire-fighter and has had
her share of on the job training.
Secondly; she recently completed a Ai-
hour course, in fire-fighting under the
instruction of Murray City Fire Chief,
Jackie Cooper. Not only has she shown
a willingness to serve, but also a
' willingness to learn. She is actively
keeping abreast of modern techniques
and skills to fight fires.
As Mrs. Oliver knows, fire-fighting is
4 onlyorteaspect other job asa volunteer
.member of the Hazel Fire Department.
In case she is faced with an emergency
involving an injured, person, she, is
adequately prepared, having corn-
pleted training in Red Cross First Aid
techniques. Knowing that at anytime
-she-might be faced with helping a heart
attack victim, she is preparing to take a
-course in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation.
. Mere Preparation and in_struction,are. •
not enough tor be -a ood fire-fighter. A
certain amount of interested fortitude
is also required. Last Christmas, Mrs. .
Oliver answered the call to the Hazel
Washinette -and- P-nSt Office lire-
Despite the obvious discomfort -of
-battling-----the-hiaze;--Mrs -Olieer -was- '
exposed to bone-chilling coldness and
further discomforts caused by wetness. •
Add to this the weariness brought on by
Working until the wee hours in' the
morning. Well, a less stout-hearted soul
cotld not-endure suett tribulation. -
Dedication and service seldom go
unnoticed, although recognition of-
,service rides noialw2ys.have_to comein
the-form of aJt official. eommendation
Two Murray State students ws r e
returning recently to Murray when they
ye
- passed a fire_ in downtown Hazel. As
they drove by, one young fellow
remarked that there was a Oroinan
fireman firewoman? ) back there on
the street! His companion was skep-
tical. .of ...his friend's eyesight and
decided to drive back and prove that no
strerarrlit berexiSfetT. As-they passedthe
fire by the secOnd time, their curiosity
was rewarded because there indeed
was Mrs. Oliver.
Perhaps, they were fortunate enough
-• -to realize that they were witnessing a
hit of„..Arriericana That will somedaybe
just a memory of bygone days, that
- being the volunteer fire department:
Not only Mrs. Oliver. but all members..
of the voluriteers_shorilif feel a sense of
pride in- the responsiblity they have
assumed. • This pride w4s exemplified
recently at a fire in Puryear, TN. A
:fireman from Cottage Grove, TN told
Mrs. -Oliver-to 'let out of the war:•_.
not needed." She _looked --
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Cutting Consumption One
Gas System Alternative'
. Cutting consumption' during the
seven-month summer allotment period
is one alternative available to the
Murray Natural Gas System to make
up a55,000 mcf (thousand cubic feet)
overrun of gas this winter.
Tommy Marshall, gas system
superintendent, said today that the
local energy conservation effort,
coupled with moderating temperatures
for the past few days, have helped the „
system.
- The problem Withlheciv- errun is that
the city faces. a $10 per mcf penalty for
. all gas used -over its allotment. The
overconsumption could cost the city
$550,000 if the gas used is not made up.
- -Another alternative would be for the
system to pay the penalty and then pass
The penalty charges- on to -local con--
Arrests Made By
Local Law Officials
CiLy and county law enforcement
autlffrities have reported the arrest of
Gene L. Brandon, of Almo, in con-
nection with a break-in at Brandon
Brothers Used -Cars here two weeks
ago.
•
Brandon is charged with two counts
of third degree burglary, according to
the county attorney's office, and will
also 'face charges in Paducah in con-
nection with an alleged break-in there.
- Officers-said 410,900- of -the--$16,000 _
taken -in the localt. break-ins at the
Brandon buildings was recovered at the
suspect's home. Also recovered were
three parley Davidson motorcycles,
valued at $3,500 each, which were
allegedly taken in a break-in at
Paducah, according to police.
,The arrest was made early Sunday
Morning by local law officers.
Brandon is being held inlhe county
Another Alm man has been charged
with theft by unlawful taking by
Murray City Police, in connection with
the alleged theft of tires and wheels
mfro the lot of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Murray City Police identified the
man as 19-year old Doyle Futrell: of
Almo. He was arrested Saturday by
police, and released on bond.
Hawley Bury, left, pr ent of the Bluegrass State CB Club of Murtay,-presentell a check for $100 to Keith Hays, vice-
chairman of the Board of Directors of the Murray:Calloway Counts) Mental Health and Mental Retardation Board, to be
used for genera' operating expenses. This money from the CB Club is a part of the proceeds for the fecent "coffee break" -
held at Beshear ,
Staff photo by Gene McCutcheon
continue conservation measures
throughout the summer and-fall in an
effort to make up the -overconsumption
from the winter entitlement period.
The inost likely areas that would face
cutbacks in the summer, if- the city
elects to follow that procedure, would
be industrial customers, Marshall said
today.
surners.
Marshall announced last week that
Texas Gas, • the city's supplier, has
agreed verbally to allow the overrun to
carry over into the seven-month
summer allotment period which runs
- the total amount Of the overrun, 55,000
mei, is deducted from the industrial
- allocation ) assuming the 192'7 allocation
would be approximately 'the same as
the 1976 allocation ) only 30,000- mcf
would remain for industrial gas users
from April through the_endotOctoberk__Juring the semen-month neriod_ _
Thi.s Would allow the systetn to James Johnson, executive secretary
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
said today that more businesses are
• joining_in the conservation effort each
.day.local businesses were asked to cut _
back hours of operation a minimum of
20-per cent at the first of this month as
part of the energy conservation effort.
Residents have been asked to keep,
The ten major industrial gas users thermostats_ al no hie er. than--.65
were alloted 85,000 mcf during the degrees during the daytime and 60
summer entitlement period in 1976. If degrees at night.
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council
Depending On Cookie Sale
The Bear Creek Girl Scout Council is
depending on a very successful cookie
sale next month to allow the council to
operate according to Barney McGill,
council executive director.
McGill has said that if the cookie sale
in March .does not bring in enough
temporary monetary assistance, it will
be impossible for the council to hold itS
camp this year and the organization
will probably fold by the end of March.
,along • . with othor -council
officials, repeated their urge for area
residents to participate in the sale and
make contributions so the scouts may
continue thei activity with. an .
--orgaftization--od local .1'he-
council, which serves 2,400 girls in a 13-
countY area iricludnig CalToway
younty,-most likely will be merged with
the Kentuckiana Council, if the local
organization folds, and local control
will vanish.
McGill. pointed old that if the local
communities do not start backing the
scouts in a more positive way scouting
wilt -be-at a standst111..regardleSS.
whether local council control is
_relinquished. The money must still be
provided from this area he said.
The council closed its fiscal year on
Dec. 31 with a deficit of $8,789. McGill
-said although girls in the 13 counties are
affected by scouting activities, "some
(of the counties) do not contribute in
any way to the support of the council.
This means their share of the financial
burden must be carried by the com-
munities which do 4litribute."
It costs $40 to per girl yearly to
area scottnting. The 1977 budget is
$88,000: including cost of conducting
Camp Bear Creek on Kentucky Lake.
Only about 40 per cent of the council's
goal of $15,000, set to sustain mem-
bership at least on a temporary basis,
has been collected.
Mrs. Charles Jones, president, said,
"Repeated pleas for public suPport and
efforts of the council have -produced
little aid in the council's difficulties."
She explained that in recent years
inflation has caused administrative
costs-to soar and increases in salaries,
insurance costs, and either_al•
Scout supervisors and workerumust
have insurance in the event accidents
involving scouts occur, she said. Anew
facility for council headquarters was
_Ourchased  several year ago at a Cosiof
$22,000 and paid for out of council.
savings.
Repairs at Camp Bear Creek have
added to monetary woes, but must be
finished by -June if the camp is to_
remain under control of the area
council, McGill said. Otherwise, -it--
probably will be taken over. -by the
Kentuckiana Council and local girls will
have to wait their turn for its use.
Mrs. Jones said- the Bear Creek'
Council is responsible-forthauitaining
regulations and requirements of the
national organization.
In addition, she Said, the office staff
maintains a constant $3,000 inventory of
patches, badges, and pins for resale  to
the troops. The staff handles from
10,000 to 1000 separate items yearly so
that leaders may purchase them-
without waiting, she said.
The council also must provide
financial support for all council-wide
activities such as the Wider. Oppor-
tunities program, Girl Scout Olympics,
Seniors on the Eo program, Junior
Jubilee and Brownie Day, Mrs. Jones
Carter To Meet With
President Of Mexico
WASHINGTON f AP)- — Pt.iJott -
Carter, seeking to set a, simpler style
for his presidency, is dispensing with
traditional fanfares as he greets his
first foreign head .of state, Mexico's
President Jose Lopez Portillo.
Carter revealed Sunday he has cut
out some frills for today's White House
ceremony marking the start of Lopez
Portillo's state visit.
Aides said Carter eliminated the 14
Army herald trumpeters, who used to
play fanfares from the White House.
balcony, and the array of flags„of the
states and territories that had made a
colorful backdrop for South Lawn
--ieremorties. Healso instructed -military
bandsilot to play-tcro tunes traditional
at presidential ceremonies.
"Obviously we'll -recognize the
foreign leader in the proper form,"
Carter told reporters in highOrnetown
of Plains, Ga., on Sunday. "But I don't
approve of the 'Ruffles and Flourishes"
and 'Hail to the Chief for me." .
Carter planned to meet 'with his
Cabinet prior to the ceremony..
On Sunday night he conferred with
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young, just
returned from a 10-day trip to' Africa


















Deaths & Funerals • '.12
-Young said-on-Saturday that former.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
"abandoned" the British in arranging
the Geneva conference on Rhodesia.
Young'-said Kissinger put the "burden
iSee Carter, Page 12) -
said. It pays- the insurance and utilities
for Girl Scout centers in Metropolis,
Ill., and Murray, available to any
troops in the area for campouts and
overnight stays.
McGill said in order to survive on a
long-term basis, the council must have
financial support in the way of
sustaining membership contributions.
More drastic. steps open include the
reduction of -the' adniinistrative staff
and sale of the' office building and
possibly "the cEutip -an approved
group, with the possibility scouts.could
rent the camp for programs;
'Mrs. Jones said business people
trained and experienced in fund-raising
and management are badly heeded to
serve-as _heads nf_ fund_drives._an_d as
board members, and many volunteers
are sought-- to- aid- -in--fund-raising
projects in. all capacities. Public sup-
pOrt of the cookie sate is vital, She said• •
Funding for the council is through
four primary 'sources: United .Fund
A 
participation, cookie sates, sustaining
membership donations and conununity
fund dr,tves,- No-direct financial aid is _
• ever receiVea-froili the national-
headquarters, she said.
Mrs. Jones said the council is in-
'eluded in. United Fund contributions
from Paducah-McCracken County,
Mayfield-Graves County, Calvert City,
Obion and Massac County, Ill., and
Hillard County. Those contribiitions—
provided about $21,000 of the council's
operation funds in 1976, shesaid.
The spring cookie sale last year
brought in about $22,000 in working
funds, while sustaining membership
donations from. individuals and in-'
dustries.), amounted to only $6,000 in
1976. Community campaigns in
-Murray and a fund-raising dinner in
Paducah . together accounted for
another $3,400. she said.
Colder
Cloudy and turning colder today with
a good chance of rain mixed with snow.
changing-to -snow- -later-today . Tom-
pecatures will drop to therind to upper
30s this aftern000. Cloudy with a chance
of light snow tonight, low in the mid
teens Clearing Tuesday with high 30 to
35..
NAMED AS GOOD CITIZENS FOR 1977 by the Captain Wendell Oury Chap-
ter of the Daughters of the American Revolution were Ian Outland, right--
;blighter of Mr. and Mts. Charles Outland, senior at Murray High Sklivoi, and
nee Tobey, center, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tobey, senior at
lloway County' High School. Presenting them with their pins is Mrs..Doris
$imte ot.the local DAR Chapter. The seniors from thelocal schools were..
seltcta on the basis of their scholarship and activities by the school ,per-
sonnet for the honor given each year. Their aamrs and resumes will b& 'en.
- tered in the district.contest..
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Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake 
' FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY
, What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
+ Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Wait$atiently for the results
of your efforts. Reward WILL
come — perhaps greater than
you anticipate. Some new in-
May 22 to June 21)
Do not be impulsive, but
neither hold off action because
of uncertainty over your
abilities. Curb doubts and fears.
You DO have ability.
CANCER
1. June 22 to July 23)
Be tactful in family circles,
all personal contacts.
Recurrences of old hassles are
possible if you are not on 'guard.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't force issues now. The
odds are atainst you and you'll
gain more by waiting — and




Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 c'
You may be tempted to take
an unexpected fling in money
matters and, if you judgment is
as good as usual, it should pay
off. . .
UBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
- Watch your competition
carefully. Indications are that
some tricky maneuvers may be
employed. Alert, however, you
can spot them.
TAURUS
4 Apr. 21 to May 211
A good day for monetary
affairs. You could now make a







Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntelV•
Mars influences now give you
a sharp, practical. outlook oft
projects in which you are in-
terested. Take advantage of the
situation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(410
Other persons may play an
important part in day's aC-
depend on
your reactions. Don't split hairs
in matters of minor importance.
CAPRICORN
Dec. ?2 to Jan. 20) VJ
Control your imagination
while you also develop its
tremendous potential for fur-
thering your advancement.
Don't let random ideas lead you
out of bounds.
AQUARIUS
I JAIL 21 to 'Feb. 19)
Do not jump to conclusions or
leap into action without careful
thought. You could get ahead of.
yourself; perhaps promise
more than you can deliver.
PISCES
t Feb, 20. to War. 20) X
Events may place you in
conflict with those in authority.
Arguments will get you
nowhere, however. Be discreet
and amiable.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a- superior in-
tellect and outstanding artistry.
Your personality is an outgoing
one and you make friends
easily; may lose them,
however, through
thoughtlessness and an ex-
cessive volubility which tires
others. Watch this Your talents
are many, and you could suc-
ceed as a journalist, inventor,
artist, statesman, scientist or
engineer — depending on your
education and leanings, of
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Ur. and lir). Rez.!.,aie Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Jones of Benton Route Five 'will'
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
February 20, from two to four p.m. with an open house in their
home. All friends and relatives are invited.
The couple was married March 19, 1927 in Benton by the late
H. H. Raburn. They were attended by Ola Jones Swift and Ot-
tley Jones.
Mrs. Jones, the former Wilma Jones, is the daughter of the
late Sam .and Lola Jones. Mr. Jones is the son of the late
Monroe and Cora Jones.
They have six children who are R. H. Jones, deceased, Bob-
bie Gene Jones, Mrs. Sue Mitcherson, and Mrs. Patricia
Morrison, all of Benton Route Five, Clarence Wayne Jones of
Murray Route Three, and Harold H. Jones of Hardin Route






BYW.will meet at the home of
Nancy Hopper at 7:30 p. m.
Monday, February 14
League of Women Voters





Church Women will meet at
the home of Virginia Jones,
Oaks Estates, at seven p.m.
•Euzetian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have a supper at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at six p.m.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will. balm a
sweetheart dinner at the
Holiday Inn at six p. m.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will have a
potluck supper at the Ex-
tension Office, 209 Maple
Street, at seveh p.
Recovery; Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,





congregations will hold a
monthly skating party at the
Murray Roller Rink from
eight to ten p. m. Hickory
_Grave is_ providing , the
leadership.
Tuesday, February 15
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30 a.m.
Music Department, Murray
Slide Presentation Given - Woman's Club, wdinner. for mem
At Meet At Tits worth Home fitoleusstse. 
at 6:30
!lit. at
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth en-
tertained members of Chapter
M of P.E.O. in her home
Monday evening, February 7
at 7:30 p.m. Her Co-hostess
Was Mrs. Donald Burchfield.
The program, preceding the
business session, was a slide
presentation by Miss Pamela
,Chew recounting the history
and current activities of
Cottey College at Nevada, Mo.
Cottey, 100 miles south of
Kansas City, was founded in
1884 by Virginia Alice Cottey,
a pioneer .woman educator.
The college is owned and
supported by the P.E.O.
Sisterhood, an organization of
191,000 women -dedicated to
promote educational op-
portunities for women.
The enthusiastic Miss Chew
emphasized the academic
excellencl and personal at-
tention which the 350 young
ladies have with the 10-1
student-faculty ratio. She
especially stressed transition
from the junior college to four
year colleges such as Murray
State. The student body comes
from more than 40 states and
several foreign countries.
Miss Chew was presented by
Miss Ann Herron..., who
represents Cottey College in
the local organization.
In the ' business meeting
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
president, presented • her
annual letter-report for Mrs.
D. W. Mac Laury, president of
Kentucky State Chapter,
Lexington. After hearing the
summary of activities, joys
and sorrows of members and
their husbands, members of
the chapter accepted the




Let at askew flu
Mns Kathryn Otitian•
Ta•eve 753 We
M lay lima taw • ta wens'
much gratitude.
Mrs. Harry Sparks,
chaplain pro-tern, read por-




several letters pertaining to
the chapter.
Other officers present were
Mrs. Paul Sturm, vice-
president, Mrs. Maurice
Christopher, seci'etary, Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette, guard, and
Mrs. John Quartermous,
treasurer pro-tern.
Mrs. Terri Bryan, formerly _
of Chapter KR, Mo., was
welcomed as a new member,
'one of four during the past
year.
Mrs. La Follette, program
chairman, announced the
February 19 potluck -salad
luncheon would be in the home
of Mrs. William Major, 817
North 20th street.
A delicious cherry dessert
and coffee were served during
the social hour.
Members present other than
those already named were:
Mesdames James Parker,
L.J. Hortin, Larry Clark, H.L.
Oakley, Harlan Hodges, Nate
Beale: and Mrs. Major.
l().
o
Wealthy ladies in ancient
Rome sometimes washed
themselves in a sugary mix-
ture consisting of 20 pounds
of crushed strawberries and




Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at the
church at 1:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with
decoration workshop at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
band practice at one p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Connie White at
seven p.m.
Recital by Henry Bannon,
tenor and associate profess
in the Department of Music,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, .Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Tuesday, February 15
Organizational meeting for
all girls, grades 7-12, for
Acteens of the Memorial
Baptist Church will be at 6:30




College Associates will meet
at seven p. m. in the
University Church of Christ
Annex.
st
In soft, natural leather with a
naturally shaped toe on a-
bouncy bottom! Rugged
and tough — just like
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I'd like to introduce myself and my platform as candidate for
Sheriff of Calloway County.
I. am James Ray Hamilton, my wife -Jean and I have two
daughters, Angela, age 10, a fifth-grader at Murray Middle and
Jennifer age 6, a first-grader at Robertson. I am 34 years old
and was raised East of Murray in the neighborhood of Brown's
Grocery. We now reside on Route 7, Murray and belong to the
Northside Baptist Church. I belongto the Masonic Lodge No.
105, Rizpah Shrine Temple-Madisonville, Ky. and am a member
of the F.O.P.
I served three years in the U.S. Army with 30 months of that
time in Germany. In 1963 after serving in the army I started ap-
prenticeship as a ceramic tile setter. Since 1966 I have been
self employed as a tile setter and brick layer. During this time I
was employed as a Murray City Policeman for a short while,
then served as a full time deputy sheriff in the last months of
the Clyde Steele administration. ,I started out as Sheriff
Wilson's deputy but resigned after 4 months to go back to the
ceramic tile business.
It is my opinion that you need to elect a honest person to be
sheriff because of the many tax dollars collected that belcrng
to the people. Your sheriff needs td be a sober person at all
times because of the highly responsible position he holds as
the senior ranking officer of the county. He deeds to be a fair
person, a working man that will get out there and find out
what's going on, who is causing trouble, stealing, selling dope
and vandalizing people's property.
Enforcing the law is like farming or any other business, you
have to work at it and stay on top of it. You need to elect a
man who is strong minded and can cope with any serious
problem and not be aft raid to stand up and make a decision.,
Sometimes the right decision can save a life.
My Platform:
I will be fair to all people owning a wrecker in the county by
rotating all wrecker calls instead of giving all the business to
one person. My policy on hiring deputies will be to select one
from each district by the help of that district's Magistrate. This
way each deputy will be familiar with their own area and they
will be respected me,ri in their district. These men will know
the surrounding people and any problem that might arise in
that area.
I will hire one man that is educated in drug abuse and
alcohol abuse with many years of experience in law en-
forcement to offer to this county a unique service sponsored
by me if elected. This person will be available to all schools,
youth groups and so on to make talks and inform and educate
various groups on this problem, plus serving as deputy sheriff.
Since I am a firm believer on preventing a crime before it hap-
pens I believe a program of this nature will be very important
and helpful. Maybe if a young person is educated to this
program and really understands the potential danger in drugs
or alcohol, they might not take the first step.'
I'd like to say a word to the lawyers of Murray. I will serve all
legal papers brought to the sheriff's office promptly and swif-
tly. I will work with all officers in the court house and city hall
when I am needed. I will work close to the chief of police with
.problems concerning the welfare of the city and county. Every
situation will be dealt with according to law with no
favoritism.
Since I've announced my candidacy fix Sheriff, my friends
have pledged to help me get elected. I am not very well
known so I need all the help and influence I can get. If any of
. you believe in me and the.things I believe in, I welcome any
help you can give. So please contact me and well all work
together for a law enforcement that will be effective. I will be
available by phone at a later date to answer any questions
concerning my platform.
IR"
Paid for by the candidate. James Ray Hamilton, Route 7, MtaTay.
• ,




'The -League of Women
Voters • will meetitonight
I Monday) at't:Ok p.m. ft the
United Campus Ministly. on
North 15th Street.
The speaker will be Paul
Taparauskas who is
associated with the. _Para-
Legal Department at Murray
State University. His subject
will be "Land Use". tas it
applies to Murray.
-. -- Mr.. Taparatskas IS a
member of the Texas Bar and
is well qualified to discuss the
subject, a topic of national
concern for the "League, ac-
cording to a- .league
spokesman who invites all
interested persons to attend.
01/111.09 fJW IAITEREVri,
F.41coic.sT6 Sv464,5T, ANP
'IC), MAY 2.5R NEN Fii.EN.PS
LNE VkAY 4F!,1 aNIZoi-L,Ni& IN
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Mrs. William R. (Alice)
Rouse was crowned*, as
Valentine Queen of the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi at a banquet
held in her honor at Ken Bar
Inn on Saturday evening,
February 12.
The queen and her husband
reside on Plainview Drive,















Ledger & Times, has an
Associate's degree from
Brescia College, Owensboro,
• and is a member of the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Her husband is
with the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company. They
attend the First Baptist
etturrli
Members and guests were
welcomed by the president,
Mrs. Andy (Linda) Rogers,
who introduced the *past
Valentine Queen, Edna
Vaughn, who related the
highlights in the life of this
year's-queen as had been told
herby "Cupid."
. Mrs, Vaughn crowned this
year's queen, Mrs. Rouse, and
Mrs. John Paul (Patricia)
,Neabltt-„ read the poem,
"Sweetheart .of Beta Sigma
Phi,- in dedication to the.new.
Valentine Queen. Mrs. Rouse
was presented a necklace
from the members of the
chapter as a nit-meat° of-the-
occasion.
The Rev. Tom Powell gave
the invocation. The door prize
was presented by Mrs. John
Joretta Randolph, social
chairman, to Frank English.
Following the banquet meal
and program, the members
Ind guests were entertained
by .the Touch of Class Band.
_ Members.. and. guests
present were Mr. and Mrs.
Rouse, Mr. and Mrs. Rogers,
Mrs.. Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs.
Nesbitt, Mr. and Mrs. Ran-
dolph, Mr. and Mrs. English.
the Rev. and Mrs. Torn
Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Fain, Mrs. Marsha Horton,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Galloway









— DEAR- ABBY: 'WI-en sortieone maies a donation to a
rharity in the name of a friend as a Christmas gift, who 'gets
.the tax deduction?
Don't pass this off so hastily. If A sends B a card saying
given4100 to the-American Red Crosg B's -
name, A has either made a gift to B. which is not tax deduc-
tible 1B being an indiVidual, flora charity ) or he has made no
gift to B.
If A has made a gift to the ARC for B. then B should claim
and gel the tax deduction. If A has made no gift to B, but
itither.a-ritt-to The ARC, why-sh-ould-he brag ttill'ibOuTII'
object tu-thus.e."gitts,.. '
- DBL IN BERKELEY
DEAR DBL: The person who lass out the money for a
tax-deductible gift gets the deduction,- not the person in
whose name the donation was made.
Read on fur a letter from another reader who -objects-to-
the "gift-in-your-name" gift for set another reason.:
DEAR ABBY: I give to those causes in whin I belies-e,
and I do not Want anyone to make a donation in MY name to
any charity without my permission. I would tirefer NO gift
Identifiesto m,r that  me evt n- meet-No-with soe of
.-1.114.6o.::54440111,---•-eve.retivet--urre not of trry400stirg.
WASHINGTON STAR READER
DEAR .ABBV: You recently wrote that if a person re
ceives an obscene telephone caft can tie up the caller's
line by simply not hanging up. That., not true! It's the other
way around. The caller can tie up the line of the eallee by
not hanging up. •
• The valley cannot disconnect himself from the caller. un
• less the caller hangs up! •
You've probably had a thousand letters orr this "b
inure won't hurt.
• EX PHONE OPERATOR
DEAR EX: You're right- I called it wrong! Thank you
land the other 999 who wrote to straighten me out).
DEAR ABBY: I have been mArried for six months ond
have put up with about as much ::.egging from my husband
as I am going to. -
Here is the problem: My 27-year iild ';baby” wants mete
wash his 'back. He claims his rr.“; her washed it for him
every day when he was home. W.- have Aotten into several
fights over this. I aiirCt need an to wash MY bark, and
don't see why he needs sOrnely.:. to wash his.
W  -isboo14-44107?— - .
MARY 1,fit'
DEAR MARY LOU: Give him "the brush -the kind
with a nice long handle on it. And cron't forget the soap.
1.; oft.1
1?essie Tuckerf:ireleHolds Program
Meeting At Home Of 11rs. C. II. Jones
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
C'hurch met in the home of
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones on Wells
Boulevard on Tuesday,
February 8, at 9:30 a.m. with
eleven members present.
Mrs. Jones was /Mated in
serving refreshments by her
daughter, Mrs. Bill Wilson, a
guest. Mrs. James Fisher was
also a guest.
The business session was
held with the vice-chairman,
Mrs. Harry Sparks, opening
the meeting and making
reports from the general
meeting. Work days for the
fall bazaar will- be postponed
until Aprfr.- -
A mission study will start
February 20 at six p m. with-s
potluck supper. The last four
Sundays in Lent will bring
former pastors to speak at the
evening services.
Thelma Bailey will give the
devotion at the March sixth
general meeting at-two-p,m,-at--
the church.
The program on "Call To
Prayer" was conducted by




flesid.entiol-Commercial—Interi or-Es tenor— Spray-Brush Roll
In Shop; Spraying of Yard Furniture - Shutters - Etc
Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunlitiry Circle, Mu rra
For Bc more than first class postage
you can stamp out letter•writing drudgery
with Long Distance. -
you -pay Lic for a iirst-class st.intit You can
. have .a first-class personal 51511 155 Long
. Distance her 21y or less! A one-mintite
call dialed the I + %.kta)%iityw here out-of-states
is just 2Ic less -ahv night between II p.m.
and ?< , and all weekend until 5 pin.
Sundav,Addittonal minutes are only 16C or
yilti've got correspondence it,
, up on, try long distance. It's a sure cure .
for the writees.crantp.
('kill 10(111. I AllIg &Vallee is tile allSllef:
-h 4,t t ‘t
© South Central Bea
Low 1 + rates do not apply to 0 t dialed long distance calls 1 + rates do apply to_
station calls you dial yourself or station calls placed with an operator where
long distance dialing facilities are not available Low 1 + rates do not apply to
operator-assisted Calls such as person-to-person, coin, hotel.motel guest aredit
card, collect calls, and on Calls charged to another number including special
billing numbers'
GRAND OPENING FEBRUARY 11-27
Benton Shopping Plaza Mall Hwy. 641 S. Benton, Ky.
• Door Prizes (Need Not Be Present To Win) •Open Nights & Sundays
Savings Up To 50% On All
Winter Mdse. $5 Rack $10 Rack
1/2 Price Rack — Lingerie 1/2 Price
Just In "Red Gowns" Specially For
Your Valentine Sweetheart.
Jrs. Sizes 3-13 Misses 10-20
Door Prizes Given Away Sun.
Feb. 27th at 3 paw:





















MR. Ji $ MEN'S STOREOF BENTON
Jerry Key. Owner
RegisterFor Gifts To Be Given Away Sun. Feb.
27 at 4 p.m.
•Free Quality Key Chain With S11-00 purcTiaSe or
more while supply lasts
•En ter The Missing Piece Puzzle Contest
1
*Have Your Child's Picture Taken -With Raggedy
Ann 8 Andy Only 54.88 (2 5x7 8 4 'Billfolds in
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ARM EVIEINSI RECAST
Speedi me . . .News Notes For Farmers
By GARY HUDDLESTON any farmer who requests
Kentucky Farm- Bur-ea-u--thein,--Reports--are prepared
ifficials are calling for a big regularly on a wide variety of
vote of approval for con- agricultural topics, including
tinuing burley tobacco quotas planting intentions, crop
and priety supports in a production totals, weather
producer referendum summaries and costs of farm
heduled later this month. input items.
KFB President Bob Wade Information for the reports
said the current burley quota comes from individual far-
program, which combines mers who serve as volunteer
poundage limitation_s and crop reporters, Koepper
federally guaranteed price noted. He said he would like to
supports. will expire after this. add. to his network of repor-
year if producers do not vote ters, as well as boost the
to extend it for a third three- number of farmers who
ear pcnod.:IJi' poiindage receive the. reports.
system was first approved by Our reports Are based
growers in 1971. solely on survey respogses
Wade said support for the from Kentucky farmers,"
program has been tyverwh- Koepper noted. "The figures
elining in both prior on planting intentions,
referendiuns, and said-there's produCtion - estimates and
every reason to believe that input - costs are valuable
the 95 per cent-plus approval management tools for far-
registered in 1974 will be mers, and information gained
exceeded this year. from individual farmers is
The referendum will be kept strictly confidential."
conducted by mail, USDA Koepper urged farmers who
officials have announced, and are interested in becoming
growers have been asked to volunteer reporters, and
_niar.k_their ballots and return farmers who simply want to
.trnaticert hetiateen rPePiVP tir reports.,to contact 
Feb. 22-25. his office immediately. Drop a
In other tobacco news, letter to Jim Koepper,
Agriculture Secretary Statistical Reporting Service,
Robert Bergland has set the USDA, P. 0. Box 1120,
total 1977 production quota at Louisville, KY 40201.
a base of 637 million pounds,
about the same as last year. There's no fertilizer shor-
The action was in line with (age yet, but industry officials
recommendations from most are expressing concern over
wsegments of the tobacco in- the effects of natural gas
dustry • including Farm curtailments _ on supplies of
Bureau, (he Council for Burley nitrogen fertilizer in Southern
Tobacco and the Burley farm states, • including Ken-
Farmers Advisory Council. tucky:
And American Farm
The Kentucky Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
would like to hear from you —
IF you're a farmer.
Jim Koepper, head
statistician in the service's
Louisville office, said his
office mails crop reports to
Bureau officials say the
situation could worsen in
coming years if gas prices
aren't allowed to rise, thus
discouraging uneconomic uses
of the fuel and freeing more








We have the largest and most qualified ser-
vice department personnel in Western Ken-
tucky.
Shop Rates Are Still
at the rate of $9.00
per hour
Don't wait 'till crop time to get your equip-





Your Direct Not-Line To
Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
We Don't Worry About
Competition. . .
We Are The Competition
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY ALL WEEK!
TOMMY VANCE, OWNER
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION 121 AND SEDALIA ROAD. HAYFIELD
Phone 147-6010 or 753-7451 after 5 p. m.
National news reports in-
dicate several fertilizer plants. 
inthe Southeast have been
either shut down or operations
have been cut back because of
natural'. gEfg•-shOrtages. The
cutbacks have come at a time
when factories are normally
producing at their peak to
meet spring planting
demands.
Natural gas is critical for
nitrogen fertilizer production
because it is both a raw
material for the product and a
fuel - for the production
process.
A Farm Bureau spokesman
said in Chicago recently that
current gas shortages are
partly the result of govern-
ment price controls pn the. .
clean-burning fuel which have
been in effect more than 22
years.
He called the priee levels
unrealistically low, noting
that gas now moving in in-
terstate pipelines under old
contracts is priced at 52 cents
per 1,000 cubic feet, while the
same gas produced and sold in






raises some gas prices and
diverts the fuel to hardest-hit
areas, is no .substitute for a,
long-term national energy
policy, AFBF said. That
policy, if developed, will have
to include permanent
deregulation of natural gas, or
next winter will be cloder, for




The development of dwarf
fruit trees has been a point of
research at the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture for many years.
And the research has been
marked by considerable
success.
Raymond G. Lockard, of
UK's Horticulture Depart-
ment, one of the foremost
researchers in the field, has
found that the dwarf apple
trees developed and planted in
Kentucky have a higher
survival rate and are less
subject to disease damage







The story of tobacco is.
tightly interwoven with the
history of our state and nation.
Natives of the Americas
were. griming and . using
tobacco long before Colwribus
arrived in the new world in
1492. John Rolfe grew tobacco
at the Jamestown settlement
as early as 1612 and shipped a
_small quantity of tobacco to
England in -1613.- That ship-
ment of tobacco to, England is
credited with saving the
Jamestown Colony.
From this meager'
-beginning, totsa—cco has grown
over the years into-an Industry
of tremendous economic
importance.
Tobacco is distinguished by
its content of a nitrogen-
contained compound called
nicotine, which belongs to a
class of compounds
ste..liguatest„.__As.;
Nicotine ms the habit.forwog 
constituent in -tobacco. It is
 nable to conclude that
nicotine is the active
ingredient in tobacco which
the tobacco user seeks.
There will be a Tobacco
Production Meeting for
Calloway County farmers on
February 15 at 7:00 p. m. at
the M. S. U. Livestock and
Exposition Center. This
meeting is designed to provide
new information on fertilizer,
Insects, weed -control, and
marketing tobacco. Specialist
from the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture
will be on hand to lead the
discussion.' ..
- northeast.
Lockard will present a
paper at the International
Dwarf Fruit Tree Association
meeting in Grand Rapids.
Mich., March M, the paper to
be on the regional program of
apple rootstock testing in.
Kentucky.
• In the paper, he will not only
point out the apparent
superiority of the trees
developed in Kentucky, bilt,
will give other comparisons
between the Kentucky trees
and those planted in other
states
Use Feed Additives Properly
By M. D. Whiteker
UK Swine Specialist
Pork producers are being
warned to exercise- every
precaution in the use of-sulfa
drugs in swine feed and water.
In recent 'Months several
occurrences of sulfa residues
have been found in carcasses
from hogs that received some
sulfa drug either in feed or
water. Research indicates
many of the sulfa drugs either
fed alone or in combination
with other drugs can be ef-
fective in reducing the stress
from diseases_ and result in
better performance of the pig.
Such feeding practices have
been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration and
if proper feeding practices are
followed there is no danger of




financial hisses dui to
residues caused by improper
feeding of medicated feeds
that contain the sulfa drugs. If
residues are found in excess of
.1 part per million, the hogs
are embargoed on the farm,
the carcasses containing the
residues are removed from
the human food chain, further
tests are conducted at -sub-
sequent intervals and the hogs
-are not allowed to enter the
food chain to be slaughterfed
until they are free from
residues.
Every medicated feed
available to producers is
labeled as medicated feed
with very precise feeding and
mixing directions on the tab
on the feed bag. Producers
should read the feeding
directions with extreme care
and follow the directions
exactly. If this is done, no
problems should develop.
Producers should also check
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
The price of meat has
nothing to do with the
quality of protein it contains.
Less expensive kinds of meat
have the same quality protein






Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
" Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Marketing Quotas Proclaimed
For Burley Tobacco Crops
Washington — The U.S.
Department of Agriculture
today proclaimed marketing
quotas. for the 1977, 1978 and
1979 crops of Burley tobacco
and called for a grower
referendum to be held
February 22-25.
The national marketing
quota for the 1977 crop of.
Burley tobacco was an-
nounced as 637 million pounds,
about the 'Same as 1,976. When
adjustments for over and
undermarketings are taken
into consideration, effective
farm quotas, for 1977 are ex-
pected to total about 700
million pounds, 4 per cent less
than last year.
  In the Referendum 





next three crops of Burley
tobacco. Quotas were last
proclaimed on the 1974-76
crops and were approved by a
93.8 per cent marjority in a
referendum held in February
and March 1974.
If growers vote in favor of
the proclamation, -quota& will
be in effect for thenest three.
crops and price supports will
be available. If growers
disapprove quotas, there will
be unlimited production and
no price support. • '•
Notice of individual farm
their feeders and feed .han-
dling equipment for possible.
contamination and should
periodically clean teed
equipment, to prevent any
such contamination.
Sulfa drugs are very useful
to the pork producer in the
production of wholesome and
nutritious pork products for
consumers.- Misuse of such
production aids, however,
could result in their being
outlawed from use and
causing irreparable damage
to the image and acceptance
of pork by the consumer
public.
The U, S. Department of
Agriculture announced 1977
acreage allotments for Dark
Air-cured and Dark Fire-
cured tobaccos.
The allotments, by type and
acreage, are as follows: .
Kentucky-Tennessee Fire-
cured Types 22, & 231, 1977 -
32,733; 1976 - 32,727; Kentucky
—Tennessee Dark Air-cured
Types.3a de 36 1977 - 13,218;
1976 - 11, 982.
Producers of Dark Air-
cured (Types 35 and 361
tobacco Will have their
allotments increased by about
10 per cent. Allotments for
Dark Fire-cured tobacco will
remain essentially the same
as in 1976.
Allotments will be reduced
for some tobacco-producing
farms on which the tobacco
acreage history in recent
years has been less than 75 per
cent-of the farm's allotments-
more in line with' actual
plantings.
As in the past, a small
acreage of each kind of
tobacco has been reserved for
establishing allotments for
farmers having no tobacco
acreage history during the
past five years, for correcting
errors and for adjusting
inequities. Notices showing
the 1977 allotments for in-
dividual farms will be mailed
to farm operators in the near




wilt be in effect-on the- poundage-quotas for 1977 will




• about February 18. ASC
committees will also mail
referendum ballots to all
known producers of Burley
tobacco. Any producer who
-does not receive a ballot may
obtain one from the local ASC
committee office.
Burley tobacco is growrk
primarily in Kentucky;
Tennessee, North '





spoo Bu. Bin 21-7 Ladder-Dry Floor-transition-
well-tube (5-HP Fan)
$2900.00
7500 Bu. Bin 24-8 Ladder-Day Floor Tran-
sition-Well-Tube (71/2-HP. Fan)
$3800.00
10,000 Bu. Bin 30-7 Ladder-Day Floor Tran-
sition-Well-Tube (71/2-HP. Fan)
$4500.00
Offer May Be With Drawn At Anytime
Gene Usher
Construction Co.
Mayfield, Ky. ( Phone 502-247-5633)
Have you ever seen the
LELY-STIP SYSTEM'?
Millions of acres have been worked with the reliable Leb-Roterra behind bottom plows, chisel plows or plowing
discs. The Lely-Roterra enables sou to get into your fields
earlier, to obtain faster germination and to develop thebest crop start you ever had under all types of weather andsoil conditions. The Lelv-Roterra stirs the soil rather than
reverses it; topsoil stays on top, moisture below.
Since timeliness and flexibility become more critical themore acreage you work, we developed a short systemwhich avoids the problems of transportation, maneuver-
ability and hoggin4 down. It's called the LEIN -STIPSYSTI a system which'enables eau to spray, till,
incorporate and plant in one trip
-In addition to the Investment LI% redit benefit, figureout how much you can save with the LE TN -STIP SYSTEM
Using an average cost of S3 per trip per acre add up your
savings; If you work SOO acres and save one trip. that's
$1500; two trips 53000; three trips $4500, etc How manstrips can you eliminate? ,
Whether you simply want to improve your crop starts or
save money with the LILY -STIP SYSTEM, we will provide
you with a no obligation FREE DEMONSTRATION on
sour tarm




503 Walnut Murray, Ky.
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Now Seen In Nylon Yarn
From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension
Agent for Home Economics
A new nylon yard for top-
weight knits has been
developed by Allied Chemical.
Corporation. Its dyeability is
claimed to be unmatched-by -
any other nylon fiber,
Captive tm), the new
nylon, will be primarily found
in lightweight interlock knits
for Spring '77. Plans are for
the fiber to eventually be
made in finer deniers for use
in lingerie fabrics.
Fabrics made of Captive
yarns are said to, have a





How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual con-
tribution of $1,500 or 15% of wages, whichever is
less. Of course, smaller amounts can be con-
tributed each year.
What happens if I contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.
Are my contributiobs tax
deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You can deduct your contribution even
though you don't itemize deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.




luxurious hand, give excellent
cover for lightweight knits and





fashions for Spring '77 will be
soft, but not droopy.
Waistlines will be accented
and bodice fitted. Necklines
and sleeves will be em-
phasized.
Look for countrified
touches, such as head ker-
chiefs to match long floral
print dresses. Some of these
dresses will also have laced
fronts and country ruffles. At
Anne Klein, the designers are
using-the peasant influence for
a sportswear effect. One
Casital ensemble is a
draWstring split skirt in a
layer of teal silk over one of
fuchsia, with a laced front
peasant blouse.
Silk and the silkrlook are
'definitely making a strong
comeback for spring. You'll
find it in  _eserything__frota
tunics and soft pants in silk
burlap to off-the-shoulder tops
and knife pleated skirts.
How To Get More Mileage
From A Good Pattern
Soilietimes a pattern is just
rightnt fits perfectly and you
love it. How can you make it
More versatile? Here are
some suggestions for a basic
shirt pattern:
— Make it hip length to
wear over pants.
— Cut it below the knee to
use as a dress or a tunic over
pants.
— Cut it long for a caftan or
a sleep shirt.
— Leave the sides open and
round the edges, creating a
shirt-tail effect.
— Cut it short to hit your
waist and wear it over pants.
— Cut it hip length. Add a
casing and a drawstring for a
blouson effect.
— Layer it over itself using
a heavier fabric outside and a
DISK HARROW BLADES In Stock!
NON-CRIMPED TUF-EDGE BLADES
CENTER BLADES FOR IH HARROWS
Save time! Reduce breakage! We have the disk
harrow blade that does the lob better, faster. Our
exclusive IH austempering process provides blades




Hwy. 94E Phone 753771-5
shirt-weight fabric un-
derneath. You may need to
cut the outer shirt a little
larger.)
— Make the pattern work
year round: Try crisp shirting
stripes for summer and
flannel plaids for winter. Try
sportswear fabrics for day
and silks and velvets for
evening.
Remember, all fabrics will
react differently to the same
pattern. A heavier or bulkier
fabric may need to be taken in
on the side seams. Be sure to
try it on before hemming. No
matter how many times you
might make it, each time
needs particular attention
during the final lifting. '• -
Details can make two
garments made from the
same pattern look entirely
different. Add variety to the
garment with piping or
braided trim. Use a con-
trasting fabric for collar and
cuffs. Add your own touches
by combining patterns or
clesigningmr_naai—collars,
pockets, or sleeves. If you
change the sleeve, be sure to
superimpose the new piece
over the original pattern.
Reshape the contour of the
new sleeve to match that of
the old one.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists it
the UK cotiege,or Agriculture
When you Shop, compare
costs of different forms of
foodi (fresh, frozen, canned,
dried, etc.). To find the best
buy, divide the price by
number of servings—the
lowest (itice per Se-riding -is the
thriftiest choice, UK Exten-
si on foods specialists say
And when you buy food al-
ready prepared by the manu
ficturer, like a frozen pizza,
remember that you'll usu
ally —but not always—have to
pay more than if you
prepared the food yourself,
because the manufacturer has
done much of the work for
you.
Beef Program Burley Producers To Vote InProposed By
USDA Board Referendum Feb. 22-25
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture - i USDA an-
nounced that evidence






Marketing Service (AMS) Set
a February 24, 1977 deadline
for filing written exceptions to
its recommended decision on
the beef research and in-
formation order. After that
date, a final decision will be
made. If the final decision is
favorable, beef producers will
vote on the proposed program
in-" a national referendum.
Under the recommended
order, a beef board composed
of producers would have the
power to collect assessments
on the sales of cattle and to use
the funds for research,
preducer and consumer in-
formation, and promotion to
improve, maintain, And
develop markets—for— cattle,
beef; and beef products.
Producers not wishing to
participate in the program
could have their. assessMent
refunded by the board.
Such a program is
authorized by the Beef
Research and Information Act
of May, 1976. USDA's
recommended decision is
based on evidence recelvecrat
public hearing sessions held
during September and 0C-
tober in Dallas, Texas, Pitt-
sburgh, Pa., Atlanta, Ga.,
Denver, Colo., San Francisco,
Calif:, and Des Moines, Iowa.
Until February 24, 1977,
anyone interested.. can file
exceptions to the recom-
mended order and a brief in
support of their exceptions.
Five copies of such exceptions
should be submitted to the
Hearing Clerk, Room 112-A,
U.S. Department of
Agriculture; Washington, DX.
20250, where 'they will be
available for . public in-
spection.
,The'recommended decision
is scheduled to be published in
the January 25, 1977 Federal
Register. Single copies of the
recommended decision can







305 N. 4th St.
ray, Ky. 7$3-5402
It's more than the .break of - a new day. It
brings the promise of new ,prosperity. For
there's a new awareness of America's
culture, and it's nigil 44cne. If you're a farmer
or a rancher, look to- yo6r Production Credit
man for financial fuel- P-rcividing credit -Ser-
vices for a rising
farm enterprise is his
business.
The go ahead people
•
emell111111.
ealai..C4.; • •• • .• ••••• • •
Kentucky burley tobacco
producers will join burley
producers from other states in
voting in a referendum to be
held. Feb. 22-25 to decide
whether or not marketing
quotas will be set for the next
three crop years — 1977
through 1979.
Wilson Hourigan, of UK's
Agricultural Economics
Department, said if growers
approve the program,
marketing quotas will be in
effect for the next three burley
crops and price supports will
be available. However, ,if
growers disapprove quotas in
the ,referendum,.untimited
production Of burley will be
allowed and there will be no
price supports; he explained.
Hourigan sai _the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
has proclaimed marketing
quotas for the 1977 through
1979 crop years, however, the
growers will have to decide in
the referendum whether ornot
the program is implemented.
As in- previous -burley
referendums, the balloting
will be done through the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service,"
Hourigan said. He added the
balloting would be conducted
only in the states where burley.
is grown, Kentucky being one
of those states.
The last such referendum
was conducted in:: 1974, the
growers approving the
program for the 1974 through
1976 crop years by a majority
of 93.8 per cent, Hourigan
said.
He said the marketing quota
for the 1977 crop had been
announced as 637 million
pounds, about the same as the
1976 quota.
NotiCe of the individual
farm poundage quotas for 1977
are to be mailed to the
growers a few days prior to
the referendum dates, the
notices-to be mailed out by the
individual county ASCS
committees. Referendum
ballots are to be mailed out
during the same period,:iwith
the voting to be conducted by
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Carraway
Farms
Herbert Jones, Mgr., Murray 153-5522
Before You Buy,
STOP!
At Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
and Compare Our Prices
These Grain Bed Trucks are tough, ready for any
job, and a smart investment for you farmers. See
one of our salesmen and purchase one now.
1$ i.




Salesmen: Hugh %right I fl in
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
153-1611 641 South ••••
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PORTS
Michigan Upset By Hoosiers,
Las Vagas Edges Louisville
By KEN .RAPPOPOBT
AP Sports Writer
If ever a college basketball
team went to court without a
.jefense, it's the Michigan
Wolverine5.
Coach Johnny Orr certainly
!And them "griilty -Sunday
after a 73-64 upset by Indiana.
They just ran their offense
in the second half," a grim Orr
-• of Indiana. -I don't know
tl'oiA they got Woodson opened
so often."
Orr referred to Mike
Woodson. Indiana's freshman
forward who flowed through
the Wolverine defense with




Indiana was. The Hoosiers
seemingly had stop signs up
all over the court and the
traffic was terrific.
"W.e concentrated all week
on defense," said Indiana
Coach_ _Bobby _Knight. _ "We__
thought we h_ad_given up some
easy baskets last week in an
89-84 loss at Michigan i before
we set up. We told our kids this
week that our defense started
When tbe shot went
Indiana's overbearing
defense got Kent Benson into
foul trouble, however, aad
things looked discouraging
when-the All-American center
was-tagged with his fourth
personal.
"We had no intention' of
taking Benson out," said
Knight. "We were either going




The "WIL-SAV" Indoor vent
turns your GAS* or ELEC-





1. Recycles the 20,000 to
30,000 BTU's per hour
awn, lowooftn created by your Dryer's _
EARL & wyrn heater.
2. Prevents exhausting to the outside, the worm air
from inside your house. Most dryers will exhaust
10,800 Cu. Ft. per hour of air from the suction ac-
tion it creates. The average...Mx room house has
15,000 Cu. Ft.
BONUS: You get moist, filtered air to het, humidify
winter dry air.
• Not For Gas Dryers Located to link or Bedroom
f IYERTONE "Wil-SAY" A WM AIRING LAM A-101
COMES ASSEMBLED
NO TOOLS NEEDED- EASY TO INSTALL
-WY HOW 
Send $10 check of Money Order To:
WIL-SAV "INVENT"
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ime is so precious these
days. You say, "Happy Val-._
entine's Day" to someone
and if they answer at all it's
a derogatory rernaf- k de-
flating your reference to "Another sense-
less" Holiday .... in. their estimation.
The custom of sending. declarations of
love on St. Valentine's Day began in
medieval France and England. The belief
being, birds began to pair February 14th,
which made it a proper occasion for
sending lovers tokens. These tokens were
given the name from the Saint of the
day, a third-century priest named
Valentine. Has time become so valuable
We *el it wasted accepting tokens of
lave? I hardly thinlso. There is nothing
more precious in our world today than
thoughts ... or tokens of love.' Their
scarcity is constantly increasing their
value, Let's take time to observe St.
Valentine's Day ... if only in our
thoughts. Have - a happy Valentine's






Key Racers To Victory
We started to hold the ball
when they were in the -zone
because Benson was least-
susceptible for fouling.
Benson played extremely
smart _ with four fouls. He
positioned himself well and
made theltey plays. And We-
had three guys out there
setting up Benson and
Woodson."
Benson Wound up with 24-'•
points.
In college basketball action
Saturday, top-ranked San
Francisco trounced St. Mary's
99-82; Washington upsetNo. 2
UCLA 78-73; No. 3 Kentucky
trimmed Auburn 89-82; No: 4
Wake Forest defeated North
Carolina State 84-77; No. 10
Nevada-Las Vegas nipped No.
6 Louisville 99-96; No. 7
Alabama turned back
Mississippi State 73-69; No. 8
Minnesota outscored Iowa 61-
58 and No. 9 Marquette
hammered Manhattan 86-60.
in the second ten, N0711-
Tennessee whipped Louisiana
State 91-64; No. 12 Cincinnati
stopped Georgia Tech 84-73;
No. 13 Arkansas routed Rice
78-51; No. 14 North Carolina
bested Tulane 106-94;
Maryland upset No. 15
Clemson 84-78; No. 16
Providence tripped LIU 99-85;
St. Bonaventure stunned No:
17 Syracuse 91-84; NO. 18
Arizona beat New Mexico 88-
84; No. 19 Detroit downed
Wayne State 123-77.and No. 20
VMI turned back Richmond
9247.
Bill Cartwright, Wintord
Boynes and -Marlon Redmond
scored 21 -points apiete as San
Francisco beat St. Mary's and
clinched a tie for the West
Coast Athletic Conference.
One more WCAC victory will
earn an NCAA playoff berth
for the powerful Dons, who are
undefeated in 25 games over-
all this year.
Mike Neill, James Edwards
and Chester Dorsey combined
for 54 points to lead
Washington over UCLA. and
tighten up the Pacific-8
Conference race. It was the
second Pac-8 defeat for the
defending champion Bruins
and put them just a shade
ahead of three teams tied for
second — Oregon, Washington
and Washington State. UCLA




production from Jack Givens
and Larry Johnson. Given
scored 16 of his 24 points
before the half as the Wildcats
built leads as large as 15
points. Then Johnson scored
16 of his 18 in the second to. 
holdoff the Tigers.
Wake Forest wiped out a 17-
point deficit behind Skip
Brown to beat North Carolina
State in an Atlantic Coast
Conference thriller.. Brown
finished with 30 points.
Nevada-Las Vegas also
came back from a 17-pOirit
deficit in beating Louisville
behind Eddie Owens' 21
points. Robert Scott and
Reggie King each scored 18
points as Alabama beat
Mississippi State. Osborne
Lockhart's two free throws
with 16 seconds left led
Minnesota over Iowa.
Marquette beat Manhattan
behind Bo Ellis' 22'points.
Reggie Johnson scored 19
points, pacing Tennessee Past
ISU. Cincinnati defeated
Georgia Tech behind Brian
Williams' 17 points. A 24-point
performance by Marvin Delph
led Arkansas over Rice,
clinching at least a-tie for the
Razorbacks in the Southwest
Conference. Phil Ford scored
30 points, pacing North
Carolina over Tulane. Jo Jo
Hunter's 24 points led
Maryland past Clemson.
Rob Cooper and Joe Hassett
tearnect, for 45 points as
Providen.se blasted LIU; a 37-
Point performance by ,Essie
Hollis led St. Bonaventure
over Syracuse; Arizona beat
New Mexico as Herrn Harris
and Bob Elliott combined for
44 points; TUrono Anderson's
31 points triggered Detroit
pest Wayne .,State 123-77 and
VMI .whipped Richmond




the commercial on television
where folks are standing
around in their yard or
playing on the playground and
suddenly, they get hit with the
urge for one of those two all-
beef patties,- special sauce
etc...
That's exactly what hap-
pened at Johnson City, Ten-
nessee, Saturday night as
Murray State University
remained in the thick of the
Ohio Valley Conference
basketball race with a 77-72
win over East Tennessee.
For East Tennessee coach
Sonny Smith, there was only
one problem-. John Randall
and Zach ;Blasingame didn't
run out of the gym and head
for the nearest McDonald's.
Instead, they did all of their
running and jumping in
Memorial Gymnasium. And
as a result, Murray State
became the third team to win
at East Tennessee this season.
Randall, who had problems.
with 'his knees during the
seasons, had his finest game
of the year as he fired in 18
points and hauled in 15
rebounds. Blasingame, who
hit nine of 10 from the free
throw line, added 19 points.
Early in the season, Florida
took a 62-59 win over the Bucs.
That's the same Florida team
folks that won over Tennessee
last week. The only other teat)
to beat the-Bucs was Middle
Tennessee and the Blue
Raiders escaped with only a
one-point win.
- Using the clutch free throw
shooting of Blasingame, the
Racers began to pull away
from the Bucs just after the
midway point of the second
half.
With just under four
Ledger & Times Sports Editor minutes left in the game,
Blasingame hit two free
While playing on Pie court, throws to give Murray State a0 guys named and Zech
Looked manlike thiiy war. haa.ng_ .___65s58 lead then iiinior .W.uarCL
A Big Mac Attack jimmy Warren sacked a 15-
footer and the Racers led by
11.
B.J. Johnson of the Bucs
canned a 15-footer and the
Racer lead stood at 67-58.
Randall was fouled and went
to the line. He missed the front
side of the bonus but got his
own rebound and put the ball
back in, giving the Racers a
69-58 lead with three minutes
left.
With 2:26 ,left in the game..
the Racers still had an 11-point
lead as Blasingame hit two
free throws to make it 71-60.
But two consecutive steals and
buckets by Johnson made it a
71-64 game with 1:33 left to
play- -
Freshman Lenny Barber
again stretched the lead to
nine with 70 seconds left as his
two free throws made it 73-64
but Johnson countered with a
15-footer and senior guard
Charlie Stuart hit two free
throws after Barber was
called for a foul when trying
for a steal. And with just 55
seconds left in the game,
Murray led 73-68.
But on the inbounds pass
play, Jimmy Warren broke
quickly down the court and
took a long pass for an easy
layup and the Racers led 75-68
and were home with the win.
The -seven-point margin
stood until the final second
when Stuart hit a tip at the
. buzzer to make the score 77-72.
The first half was nip and
tuck all the way.
Six times the lead changed
hands until the 2:14 mark
when Randall hit from 10 feet
to make it a 30-29 Racer lead.
Murray held a one-point lead,
34-33, at intermission.
East Tennessee got the lead
Massengale Burns Up Course




rAP) — Rik Massengale so
completely dominated the rest
of the field that it was almost
dull.
"1 feel no sense of
frustration," badly-beaten
runner-up Bruce Lietzke said
Sunday. "The way Rik was
playing, it's an honor to finish
second. He played one of the
finest weeks„of golf that I've
ever heard-of."
It was such a runaway that
the only excitement was
generated in Massengale's
challenge to Arnold Palmer's
17-year-old scoring record in
the prestigious Bob Hope
Desert Golf Classic. And he
got that, the only goal he could
set for hiniself, with a
dramatic, 30-foot birdie putt
on the 90th hole of this, golf's
longest tournament.
The outcome, the winner,
was never in' doubt.
Massengale had it all the way,
scoring the third victory of his
career, and third in as many
years, by a ho-hum, com-
fortable margin of six strokes.
"It was just a race for
second place;" said Lietike,
who eventually claimed that
position with a five-under-par
67 that extended to 26 the
number of consecutive rounds
in which he's been at par or
better. -
And the triumph prompted
Massengale to Make a change
in plans. He was set to skip
this week's Los Angeles Open,
the last event on the Winter
segment of the schedule. His
triumph put him in position to
gain a spot in the rich World
Series of Golf off the Winter
point standings and he decided
to enter Los Angeles to protect
his position.
Just as he'd done tnearlier
'victories at Tallahassee and
Hartford, . Massengale led at
the end of every round. He
started i,t strokes ih front in
the final round of the 90-hole,
five-day Hope. stay Pti in front
and finished in front.
Only his quest for Palmer's
scoring record lent any
suspense, any drama to the
proceedings that tailed off in
spectator interest after for-
mer President Gerald Ford
and the other celebrity
amateurs completed their
four days of play Saturday.
"I thought about the record
a lot," he said. "I didn't want
to go out with that big lead and
play cautious, maybe shoot
par and just squeeze in. I
didn't want to back in. I
decided to go for the record."
The softly-drawling; han-
dsome Texan got it with the
bold putt on the final hole. It
capped off a five-under-par 67
last round and gave him a 337
total, 23 under par and one
shot better than Palmer's old
mark for the four desert
courses used in this unique
event.
Lietzke's five-under-par
effort on the La Quinta
Country Club course took the
$22,800 second prize with a 343
total, 17 under par. He pushed
his leading money-winning
total to $123,350 for the year.
Massengale won $40,000
from the total purse of
$200,000. .
Bobby Walzel, who closed
with a 64, finished third at 347
and was the only other man
within 10 shots of the run-away
winner.
Gary Player of South Africa
had a closing 71 'land was
-seventh at 350. Palmer shot 71-
-355. Johnny Miller, who. won
this tournament the last two
years. beating Massengale in
1976, failed to qualify for the
final round.
Boxer Honored
MEXICO CITY — The
World Boxing Council named
welterweight champion
Carlos Palomino of Mexico as
its Boxer of the Month Sunday
for successfully defending his
title against Armando Muniz.
TENNIS
CHICAGO — Chris Evert
romped to a 6-1, 6-3 victory
over Australian Margaret




Top-seeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina outlasted Stan




early in the second half and
worked it out to three points.
But Muff, who fouled out in the
final 90 seconds, hit a 15-footer
then with 1_3122 left in the
game, Grover Woolard hit a
15-footer and Murray went on
top for good at 44-
The Racers had 27 turnovers
in the game.
"That's far too many tur-
novers," Coach Fred Overton
said.
"But they are the kind of
errors you make when you try
to rum, A lot of the errors.were
correctable errors.
"I thought Randall had a
super game. He played under
control better than he has all
seaSon and he shot the ball
extremely well. Blasingame
had a very good game. If you
can get the ball inside to him,
he'll do that kind of job every
night," Overton added.
Perhaps the main key was
defense.
"In the first half, we started
out in a man-to-man,"
assistant coach Jim Calvin
said.
"Stuart hit his first two
shots so-then we changed to a
two-three zone. That got them
to standing around a lot. Bob
Brown (the 6-8 Buc center) hit
five of seven in the first half
against the zone.
"So in the second half, we
wound up with three people
sagging around him and in the
second +ts* H got only two
shots off. And Stuart was only
two of seven in the second
;half.
"Those avo people are their
big keys and so they had to
look to someone else for their
—scoring.
"Atlee Hammaker came off
the bench and had 10 points for
them but he was putting them
up from left field and that's
what we wanted them to do,"
Calvin added.
The . Racers are now 16-6
overall and 8-2 in the league,
still a game behind Austin
Peay and in a tie for second
- place with Middle Tennessee,
which must play at Morehead
tonight.
The Racers will have their
hands full tonight as they play
at Tennessee Tech which lost
by only eight points to the
Racers when the teams met at
Murray.
newer Nei
fg-fga ft-Its rb p1 tp
Muff 7 5 14
Blasingame 5-10 9-10 5 3 19
Jarrett .152 0-0 1 0 4
Warren 34 04 0 1 6
Woolard 3-10 44 5 1 10
Randall ....  9-13 0-2 15 4 13
Barber ... 0-1 2-2 0 0 2
Wilson 3-2 0-0 2 0 4
Totals 3141 15-19 39 15 77
led Temesee
fg-fga ft-tta rb pf tp
Place 742 1-2 5 4 15
,Veney 3-7 1-2 4 3 7
Brown 6-9 0-1 5 5 12
Stuart 4-13 4-5 3 2 12
Johnson 6-9 0-0 1 3 12
Richardson 24 0-0 1 2 4
Rainmaker 5-7 04 3 3 10
Poindexter 0-1 04 4 1 0
Totals 3344 6-14. 39 23 72
Murray 34 43-77
E. Tenn. 33 39-72
• 
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Selmierbers alio Wye sot
received Heir boat•-delivered
copy of The Wormy ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. es. Mitaay•
Friday or by 3:30p. ea Sow.
Awe ere forged le cell 753-1914
betimes 5:30 p. se. sod 4 p.
MondruFridey, or 3:30 p.
sod 4p. Seterdsys, 111w.
delivery of the newspaper. Cells
oust be pieced by 4 p. el. week-









At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we work very
hard to hold down our own administrative costs. As a
result of our efforts, yearin and year out, we assure a
high return of dues income to our members in the form
of health care benefits.
And because we work hard to keep our own costs low,
we don't hesitate to ask it of others. We work with doctors--
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of
health care and to help find ways to keep them contained.
You can help, too, by using health care sesvices wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your doctor
says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary..
If we all work together, we can help prevent unnecessary
increases in_the cost of health care.
$250,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered.




‘K Reg Marl, Blue Cross Assn k National Association of Blue Shield Plans
Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of )centixky 9901 LinnStation Road Louisville, Kentucky 40223 Please send me, without obligation.




City -  Zip
Employed by (Company Name, 
Company Address 
I am r Blue Cross and Blue Shield member:
Certificate No.
Li Interested in improving my-benefits
-CI Getting married •
l'am interested in
:] The Nongroup Program
-1 The Medicare Supplement Program
LI Forming an employee group
The Student Program
Li $250.000 Mawr Medical Coverage
Farm Bureau Members Please See Your Farm Bure-au Agent
„.
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UP HIGH-Glen Dole Olive (33) of the takers goes high off
the floor to score two of his 13 points as Dale Seay (14) of
Cuba defends. Watching the action for the Cubs is David Seay
(32).
Martyn Brewer Winner 
At Mason-Dixon Games
Murray State junior Englishman Martyn Brewer recorded
one of his finest individual performances ever Saturday as he
won the Blue-Gray mile in the Mason-Dixon Games at
Freedom Hall in Louisville.
Brewer, running on a board track, kicked the last 50.yarcis
to post a 4:09.1 mile and barely edged out Randy Stonemah-of
Indiana. Stoneman also recorded the same time.
Besides -grewer's Win-, the Racers also got a first place in
the distance medley, a secbncl- in the 3,000-meter run, a tie for
second in the high jump and a fifth-place in the shot put.
In addition, Kim Coates of MSU Women's track team recor-
ded a distance of 35-6L-2 to take third place in-the open division
of the women's shot pat.
Brewer, who-ran a-4÷044 last year-in the outdoor-OVC
Championships, was aiming for a 4:06 in Freedom Hall. But
he said the opening pace was a little slow bet he still wound
up getting the Murray school record for the indoor mile,
breaking the old mark by .6 seconds.
In the 3,000-rneter run, junior Englishman Brian Rutter
finished second in 8:21.8 while in the shot put, Stan Simmons
had a 51-10'1 for a new personal best and was only two inches
away from a new school record, • Simmons earned a _fifth
- plate-with hiseffort.--- ' •
Bill Bradord went 6-8 in the high jump and earned a tie for
, second place. - -
The distance medley team had no trouble in gaining first
place. They recorded a 10:02.9 while Kentucky was second in
10:18.5 and the University of Tennessee was third in 10122.9.
Running legs in the distance medley were Mitch Johnston,
Dennis Mabbitt, Dave Warren and Pat ChimeS.
"I was quite pleased with our pefonnance in the-meet"
Racer Coach Bill Cornell said.
"Maybe this will give Brewer the added co• nfidence he
needs," he added.
Brewer will have a tough assignment this weekena as he
will be running in thelnile at the OVC Indoor Championships
at Morehead.
The track meet will begin Friday with finals in the field
events and prelizninarieS in thetrack events. This is the first -
year for a conference indoor championshipmeet.
The meet will not count, hOwever, toward the standings in
the All-Sports Trophy Race.
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Ricky Garland savored the
praise of his coach Robert
Slone as he walked across the
Laker locker room. "I got 27_
points," he said still not quite
good natured ribbing from
team leader Mik Wells,
"schoolboy here says he got 27
points, a whole 27 pointiall by
himself!"
"I'm glad that Garland had
such a fine night coming off
the bench," said coach Robert
Slone. "He hasn't had that
much playing time this
season, he needed this game
and we needed the win. We
have played three- of • -the
toughest teams we have
sehedidedtack-to-back.-A- win
_always lifts_the team."
Saturday night the Calloway
County Lakers literally ate the
Cuba Cubs alive in a
basketball game at the
-Murray State Sports Arena.
Without • the' services of -
starting forward Jimmy
Lamb, who is into a bout with
the flu, the Lakers cleared the
bench, had five players in
double figures, only one
player did not score, and tied
the school record as they
defeated the Cubs 111-49 to
--record- their 1-4th -victory -on -
,-the season.
Playing 'fast, loose and
furious basketball, the takers
were in control from the tip
and on -the board with an
opening ten-footer by the
"number one schoolboy" Mike
Wells. Cuba was smothered by
the "controlled-chaos''
defense employed by the
Lakers and had difficulty
moving the pall past the time
line or getting it off the
boards. . • -
In one incredible few
moments in the first quarter
'Tommy Terrific" Futrell_
Player Inured
BUFFALO t - For-
ward Richard Martin of -the
Buffalo Sabres_of the _Nalintial
Hockey League and his wife
were treated for injuries
following a two-car accident in
suburban Clarence, - police _
said. .
,
Martin, 25. and his -wife
Kim;-22, were trapped in their
abto for about 30 minutes
Sunday before firefighters
could free them, authorities
reported.
Police' said the-coupte was
taken to Millard Fillmore
Suburban Hospital. Martin
was treated for bruises and
released, while his wife was
treated for' head, back and
neck injuries and transferred
to St---Francis • Hospital in
Buffalo for observation.
Deputies -have charged
Richard Wa•nock, 60, of
Hilton, N.Y., for failing to






Nci'' matter what the
garment-if you liked it
• welt enough to buy. it — .
look your best in-it' Enjoy
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Bring any Number. You most present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru Feb. 28.1977
CO 1..1113.43.11-11
Shirts 3 for 994
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Laker Girls Witt!, Boys
Coast By Cuba 1 I 1-57
scored eight points on con-
secutive layups as the fakers
went ta.the lead_by. 20 point&
outscoring- the Cubs 3040 in
the quarter.
With the exception of. a
minute and one-half cold snap




To Go To 9-7
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
The.,. Lady- Lakers- -Of
CallowayCounty in
action Saturday afternkon
against the visiting Lady
_Wildcats of Trigg,Cowity in a
game played at the Murray
State. Sports Arena. •
Calloway, which looked real
good on both offense and
defense, led the entire second
half, and-had three players in
double figures. While the
Wildcats didn't do any stan-
ding a the takers were-
clearly jus little bit sharper
and posted 56-49 victory over
Trigg.
First half action found the
Lakers and 'Cats playing
nearly even basketball with
the first quarter ending 11-10
fallow -and Itie-SeCOnd
--winding up in a 24-24 tie.
Reeling off seven- straight
points in the first three
minutes of the third quarter
the Lakers added just enough
points to win the game but
they weren't done yet.
A late surge in the third
quarter netted takers a 10-
' 3 scoring' advantage oVer,..the
last three minutes with the
• quarter:ending- 45,32 Lakers,
Playing catch up basketball.
changing of the guard as the "After last week's games
subs rolled in, the Lakers kept our kids were down, we
up the constant . barrage of needed this game to get the
Paints tallying 22 while the pressure Oft," Slone Said. "My
visiting Cubs managed only final instruction to the team
eight. Cuba begin to look a just before the game was a
little, tired after 16 minutes reminder that our goal was to
locked in the teeth, of the 'thelight;-the_n_ turned them
gathering Calloway storinr
-com-
fortable 34-point lead to the
locker room at the half with -
. the Score 52-18 and more to
come.
Third quarter action got
underway with the startingthe 'Cats made a late rush at
Calloway five on the floor. Thethe !Akers and hacked away
Lakers hit a slight cold spell
Slip By Trigg
For Campaign
at the takers* 15-point lead.
The Calloway lead proved to
be too much for Trigg and the
-Lady Lakers held the 'id:'
vantage by se.ven at 56-49
when time ran' out.
thou,,,oht that the, pit;
pkoed a good game," Coach
Marianne Davis said. 'we
were more organized tonight,
more poised and confident and
it --showed -*on- -the- floor-. The
girls did a -good job- here-and
-I'm pleased." • _
- The Laker girl's are now 9-7




















managed to regain their form,
otitpointing -Cuba44g - —
• Garland began his* climb to
ktle of leading-scorer- with
a trip to the charity stripe in
the second quarter but it was
in the third quarter that he cut
loose for 12 points and was
hitting from everywhere.
"I wanted everyone to play
tonight," Coach Slone said.
"We played the entire bench
and had -a real good effort
From all of them. All of our
kids played weIrbut it was the
subs that really got a chance
to show what they could do.
They kept up the scoring pace
and pressure really well."
At the end of' the third
quarter.the Lakers were out in
front 86-35 and the crowd was • By The Associated Press
calling for the century mark. Morehead basketball Coach
49 This time they would be- -Jack Schalotk' and forward
rewarded and then some. Ted Hundley seem to --agree
The clod( showed 3:09 left in that when you're hot, you're
the game as Randy McCallon hot.
got loose under the basket and Referring to a key spurt in
put in two points making the Morehead's 88-14 victory over
I score 101-47. Calloway fans Ohio. Valley Conference rival
6
0 nearly took the ,,roof off • the Western Kentucky Saturday
4 building! _ night, Hundley said, "I-hit two.
Ten -points later the Lakers in a roW fromtke  to' pf the
savored the thrill of victory, circle and Coach Schalow told
111-57, recording a - muchly me
needed win. . misse 
p shooting. until ' I
:-Callowaynieeis Paducah*St. . Hundley. who scored 24
Mary Tileiriny hight - at- the - points-nieluding--nine--doring
-Murray State Sports Arena as an 11-0 streak midway through
part of a doubleheader-'that -   fief after Western
also Teatures *Cary Miller's 'Kentucky had tied the score
-Murray High Tigers against 54-54, added, "The, team „was
the' Mayfield Cardinals of Bob counting on me so I thought I
Sparks. .1 had better come tVrough."
In. -ether action' Saturday,
tp- Austin Peay held on to first
7. 3 21 place in the conference with a
6 5 16 95-74 victory over Tennessee
3, 5 Tech, Murray defeated East
2- 1 -1-Tennake-77-72, and -Middle
1 3 1
57 , Tennessee topped Eastern
Trigg
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SUSIE' STRIKES -Susie Imes ill) of the takers strikes for two
of her 11 points as Sherri Tramel (35) of Trigg County defends.
The Laker girls raised their season mark to 9.7 with the win.
(Staff Photos by Barry Drew)
Erving Steals Show But West
Manages To Win All-Star Game
MILWAUKEE APi - The
matchups involved the most
awesom,e assemblage of of-
fensive talent in basketball.
but the 1977 National
Basketball Association All-
Star Game was won 4Ii
defense.
There sikas Golden State's
Rick Ban% 'diving to the floor
to tear away the loose ball
from two scrambling Eastern
Conference players-:
Sprawling on his side, Barry
flipped-the--bafficr Derive' „
Bobby Jones, who Fed 
You could tear the
Phoenix' 
Paul Westphal-- .. or ..contact," he said. "I was the
"pick Man.- 'Tie —the layup that produced the Maravich i came around me
•decisive point in the West's and I "Saw hun going up. Is12.(5uida124y.victory
.
 over the East-= thought he' had shot, but the
gui-, estphah reached his
Westphal's basket gave the hand in and-foaled hint"
West a 125-122 lead with 38
seconds to play. Then, after
two free throws .15'y BQb-
McAdoo of the New York
Knicks had brought .the East
to within 125-124 rive seconds
14ter, along came Westphal to
strip the ball from New





















46 19 3° I" out in a two-three zone and
1.20 
O 27: -After we tied it, they came
2 mistakes, Richards said,
5 Kentucky Coach Jim Richards
20_2211
Major rote- in Morehead's
9 4 said that-turnovers played a'
02 02. 5 4
3 2 game-winning streak.
2 o 4 Discussing his team's
Cuba 
30 22 34 25=111
19 8 17 22-57 there's no reason for tur-
G000 GAME-Sophomore Kenneth McCuiston came off the
bench and stored four points in the Laker win. Watching, and
smiling at the some time, is teammate Randy McCollon of the
Lakers.
(Staff Photos by Sorry Draw)
Hundley Goes On Tear
As Morehead Gets Win
novers against that."
SchaloW, noting that
Morehead went 16 minutes
without a turnover during one
stretch, said, "We moved the
ball better and took care of the
ball better and that's what this
game is all about."
Four other players hit in
double figures for Morehead,
6-4 in the OVC and 11-8 over-
while Mike Prince led
-Western, 1-7 and 7-15, with 16
points.
Led by Ralph- Garieri-s--25—
points, Austin Peay rolled to
hiOest:-point-total--of -the- - -
season in its victory over
Tennessee Tech. - -
_Calvin Garrett added 20
points for the Governors, 9-1 in
the - OVC and 19-3 over-all.
Bobby Porter led, Tennessee
Tech, .1-9 and 7-15, with 21
poine."
Bob Martin had 21 points




17-5, took the lead for good at
•25-23 on a layup. CY' Martin
with 6:43 left in the first half
and moved out to a 35-25 ad-
vantage-by halftime:- --- -
Lewis Mack contributed 18
points for Middle Tennessee,
while Kenny Elliott scored 21
and Dave Bootcheck 18 for
Eastern Kentucky, 1-9 and 5-
14,
was set to launch a. pdtentifil
winning shot for the East with
-seven seconds IA.
"The players never lost
interest, that's for sure," said
.510 field goal average to the- -West Coach Larry Brown of
Denver. "It was really neat to East's .479, got 21 points from -
see guys -diving after balls at Abdul-Jabbar, 20 from
the end. _I never thought I'd. ,Wes_tphal and 18 (tom Barry
see Rick Bafry go on the arid Defryer's O'er soaring
floor." , David Tbrimpson,
ivlaravich's shot was plotted
during an East time out called
with 16 seconds left after a
steal by McAdoo.
"We tried a simple pia and
Maravich Said. "I came,
off McAdoo and Westphal
fouled me, hit me on my right
Wrist It was not a -dear steal._
-In a key _situation when the
ball game is being decided,
they (Officials should call it."
'McAddo also said Marayieh
had been fouled. .
The 6-foot-7 Fxving sky-
twisted and slam-dunked his
way to 30 pOints, two of them_
on a driving, sweeping jam
over 7-foot-2 K a teem' Abdul-
Jabbar of I.os Angeles. '
McAdoo also totaled 30 and
the East's abortive charge
from a 97-89 deficit after three
quarters.
The West, which showed a
(nix Interiors
Semi-Annual Sale
Feb. 14th to Feb. 28th
All Accessories 2 Only
Lamps & Pictures Gun Cabinets
1/3 Discount 1/3 Off
Discontinued Or One Of A Kind "
End Tables, Lamp Tables, etc.
Up In 50% Discount
Sofa's & Chairs
Up To MN Discoimt




All At Bargain Prices
During The Energy Crisis Our Hours
Are Between 11 AM and 5 PM
43,
'
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:IVIMS-Renovation
A Positive Action
The Murray Independent building (formerly Murray
Board Educationou) --a----High-Sehool)-ean-Provide many
plitive step when it voted at its more years of duty:
last nieeting in favor of a major The renovation plans include
ienovation for the MurraY-IVfid: neVr. Wiring; 'a—new—heating
ilk School Building. • system, boiler room eon-
Though it has already given struction_And acoustical -work
many years of service to to some of the ceilings.
students in the city school We commend the board for
system, the middle school  their action.
'1,ctter To The Editor
i)/Slikes Shooting Of_Pet s
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
ditzenx nf all ages. HS 'Mose -is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or problem.
not answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Claxton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must
envelope. The molt useful replies will
beprbited in this column. • -
HEARTLINE: My marriage _to my
first husband ended with kis death -•
-Part • ' l3" of Medicare.
To order, send -$1.50 to "Headline's
(;uoie-to-Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. This has
an unconditional money, back
guarantee. Please allow 30 days for
telivery.
IlEARTLINE: lam 61 years old and I
‘k hole life under the Social Security
system. I need to know how to find out
how much money I have paid into the
iocial_seonrity_fund...r.an you help 
„.„ . wbga Lim too yourig-uirvgiv.e.Sacial.‘ . mit_witliDis? PA— -... ,_.
- Dcarrilithr - Security ' widow's benefits. Since his 
-and--possibly- dangero-us- -for- the- Many of -these accidents- &remit*? ; of
:A 4 l'a Llil' incident occurred last week death, I remarried,- but am now
'tat has left a Murray family heart- divorced from my second husband. I'
!oken and bitterly angry. The family will be 60 years old soon and! assume
?embers are heartbroken` • because that, _ due to the second_ marriage, I
el r 'pet riiThia n -Shephard, Lady, wag- cannot receltre-widow's benektion m_y
.!ii.t and _killed_ near their home. They - first husband's record. Am I correct?
.1 re _bitterly angry becauSe it was a'
cedless killing and it could have been ANSWER: As. long as you are un-
.)i ev oiled had the proper steps been married, regardless of intervening
• .Iken It's too late now to help Lady, but marriages, you may receive widow's
Ihroui.li this letter the family hopes to benefits as early as age 60 or 50 if you
,event similar incidents from ever are disabled.
'iappening again. HEARTLINE: I am on Medicare '
--, An article Was published_oti the front _ - -because .I. have been _drawing., jai 
page of The Murray Ledger & Times Security disability for 2'2 years. If! am
last Nox'omber that informed the people. able to go back to work full time and I
of Murray and Calloway County of a go off-Social Security disability will I
renewed effort on the part of the dog lose my Medicarccoverage'W C. -
warden, Billy Hamilton, to enforce the ANSWER: Yes, your Medicare
leash law that has been on the books for - coverage ends one calendar month
scars but has never been strictly en- 
,
after the month you receive notice that -
your disability benefits are no longer
payable.
trued.
The proposed plan of action was as
follows: any dog, with or Without tags
or collar, found running loose would be
pi( ked up by the dog warden and taken
to the pound i If it was discovered that
be-Wig-en the-Owntze
otild_ . be contacted and given a
citation. The owner would then pay
whatever fine that was demanded, be
-given -a warning to obey the leash law in
theiuture, and allowed to take his Pet
back home.,
The article brought out that any dog
that, could not be caught after a sincere
effort was made to catch him would be
shot. For the first few weeks the plan
seemed td-work very well. Many dogs
were picked-up, but were then returned-
to their owners when . the. fines were
paid. It was hoped that through ,this
method all dogs would be eventually
confined' which otherwise would' have
been allowed to run loose. As far as it is
knoWn,-no dogs-were-shot. However, in
the,last few weeks things seem to have
gotten way out of hand.
It is not quite clear yet if a higher
_
hand -is behind if, but the dog warden
seems to, be using stronger than needed.
tactis in carrying out-his "-duties." We
have heard of several incidents of the
warden shooting dogs in the county
rieCausilhey "ran away" from himlin
many of these occurences the owners
said they were not aware that the
warden was after their pets nor did they
know that. complaints had been made
against the animals. The incident
concerning Lady, our dog, was one such
case where the owners were not notified
that the warden was on the lookout for
their ,rigtAritil it was too_late. This has
got to stop!
It would seem that our dog warden is
determined to use whatever methods he
deems necessary to rid Murray of all
dogs not confined in pens or tied. It is
generally agreed that loose dogs in
heavily populated areas are nuisances.
But we think there are better ways of
solving the problem than shooting the
dpgs down in the streets. Most of these
animals are beloved family pets and
allowing the dog warden to continue
with his methods in enforcing the leash
our pcilicerrienThF
authority to gun down any citizen when
he disobeys the slightest law. And what
about the law against the discharging-of
- -firearms Within the-city- limits? -I think
there is a clear danger of the warden
accidently_ stiooting.,a _buman,.ac he
attempts to kill a running dog. •
It is strongly suggested .that two
things be done. First, the city council
should hire a new warden. Second, the
plan_ that- was first used in the_.e.n-•
forcernent of the leash law must be the
one that is used to try..-to cope with the
problem el dog, running loose.
We cannot and will not tolerate the
willful shooting of any dog without first -
giving the owner the chance to confine




To assist You in understanding this
rule- and the other segments of the
- Medicare- program, Heartline has
developed "Headline's __G„pide: to
Medicare:" This book is in' easy:fo-
understand question-and-answer form
and large print. It has a 'sample
Medicare claim form and instructions





itturmy Ledger & Times Editor
An _article-ly a local educator.,1-erry
Speight, has been published in the
February editioo. of "School Arts,"- a
magazine for art educators. -
Speight is an assistant professor in
the Fine Arts Department at Murray
State University. His article is entitled
"Pyiotogranhy : An Aid for Com-
positional Reference:4' -
In the article Speight describes how
photography plays an -integral role VI- --
fine art.
'It is itifficilltra th-f amatflir ditist
professional to constantly rely upon
images stored within their - mind for •
compositions," Speight writes.
"It is essenital for the visual artist to
-experience-his-environment-through all
the senses and especially that of sight. and drive more carefully.
Becoming more aware of what- is 0+0 . .
around us recharges the mind and Our 20th president, James A. Gar-
makes it possible to produce visual field, is credited with the following:
• statements in a chosen form such as "An English. judge beingasked what
painting, drawing and photography. contributed most to success at the bar
"Keeping a loaded camera on hand replied, 'Some succeed by great talent,
daily tends to make one-see each- part some by the influence of friends, some
of his world as that next slide or by a miracle, but the majority by
photograph. -Thia aCtivity in turn ' -- cotilliienCing without a shilling.' - -
Today In History--
.  cultivates the very desirable ex- "Poverty is uncomfortable, as I can
perierice of awareness." testify; but nine tittles out of ten the
. 0+0  best thing that can happen to a young
By The Associated Press Tommy Brown, manager of Murray man is to be tossed overboard and
Today is Monday, Feb. 14, the 45th Theatres, put, his pencil to the figures compelled to sink orswim for himself."
9+0 .day of 1977. There are 320 days left in we published the other day on local
the year. . . natural gas savings and came up with A little girl watched in fascination as
Today's highlight-in history: an interesting point. . a golfter struggled to ,get out of the
On this date in 1929, seven gangsters .... He-figured that almost half of the 18 rough.
who were rivals of the Al Capone gang per cent savings could be attributed/o, As he gave up in disgust, she
were Murdered in a garage in Chicago. local- industries,- who were using le.s ' remarked, "The man has stopped '
_lbai_leads us to the _conclusion that
.even though, the residential and com-
mercial customers are cooperating in
the energy savings program, our- in.
dustries *aye gone an extra mile.
• 0+0
The Murray Police .Department in-
vestigated a total_ of 57 accidents during 
the month of January. —
That works out to almost twq ac-
cidents per day (1.8, to • be more
-precise) which seems to us to be high
lora-cuoununity of our-size. _
ANSWER: You need Social Security
form OAR-7004, "Request Statement of
Earnings." Heartline feels that people
working -under a Social Security-
covered _job should fill .one of these
forms Otit every year to insure that your
record -has been given the proper
wedit.
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office, or just
write t9 artline. We can supply you
"v.ith one a these forms and save you a
trip to your Social Security office.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stampetteUvelt*
The killings'beearne known as the St. -
Valentin ettiajreassacre.
On this date:
In 1663, Canada became a royal
province of France.
. In 1859, Oregon was admitted to the _
Union as the 33rd'state.
than 20 per cent Of the total gas con-
sumptitarbefore4heeuthaelty-k -
the "fender-bender" variety, but it
stands to reason that any accident.
regardless of how minor, is dishear-
tening to those involved.
- - Maybe-we should slow .down a little






of the reasonable charge ruling u rW. Parker at 762-4191.
HAwait was annexed by - February- 20 Thursday, February 17
treaty to the United States. ' • The -second annual Magic Silver A colloquium sponsored by the_ In 1912, Arizona became the 48th Show, an exhibition of 171 photographs -Department of Philosophy will be heldstate. selected from more than 1,000 entries in. at 3:30 p. m. in Room 500 of FacultyIn MO; " Ayult - Khan was elected the competition, opened at Murray Hall. A paper on a philosophical topic
President of Pakistan. • State University Friday, Feb. 11. The will be presented, followed by
Triigt9, Peruvian torpedo boats fired show of black and white and color responses and a discussion. There is no
en U.S. tuna boats fishing 26 miles off photography will continue in the Clara charge, and the public is invited to
Peru. M. Eagle Gallery of the Price- Doyle- attend.
- Ten years ago: It was diseloaedthat
the CIA had been subsidizing . the
National Student Association for a
period of more than ten years.
Five years ago: President Nixon
ordered a further relaxation in the U.S.
trade policy toward Peking.
One year ago: The Nigerian gover
-nment confirmed that The country's
'head of state, General Murtala Ramat
Muhanuned, had been assassinated at
the- start of a short-lived attempted
coup d'etat.
Today's birthdays: Sports broad-
caster Mel Allen is 64. Television
personality Hugh Downs is 55.
Thought for today: Nothing is easier
than spending the public- money. -- area in- need of help in the preparation




- VAN C11RON •
FRANKFORT - Schools are
resuming classes under emergency
conditions after several weeks of the
children staying home because of the
worst winter Kentucky has experienced
in many decades.
Classes will resume in cold buildings
in many instances where fuel rationing
  nuist-prevailbeeauseofshortages. This
is under emergency conditions that
Kentuckians_ have never faced because
of .the statutes that say the school year
must end June 30.
Some Kentucky schools haven't had
sessions since the Christmas holidays
while others have had classes only a
day or so since January 1.
.The shortage of natural gas is the big
factor in many cases throughout the
state, but road conditions are the
-...pre-vailing factor in some of the
'mountainous school district.S.- Even fri
the reg °Its wherelhe schools burn coal,
piaThinei-to
, _shorten fuel supplies and the roads
• have been impassable so the children
could not get to school.-
While grandfather may talk about the
days when he walked three miles to
s(liool in the snow, and his school was
heated by a single potbellied stove,.
conditions are different today than they
were then, and the health of .the
_children is the prime concern, •
Under emergency conditions,
classrooms are going to be kept at a
teriiperature of around 60 to 65 degrees
whet: the comfort zone is-70 degrees.
Today's children—gri-not acclimated
nor dressed to the conditions that
grandfather enured to get his-meager
education. • \
• Dr. Carlos Hernandez, director for
preventive services in the State Health
Department, had some advice for the climate 'and. cold 'buildings. He
parents in sending their thildren to advised that parents no should follow
s<.•hool under present emergency the policy that grandfather followed,
and dreS§ their children for the cold
buildings...be able to. peel off layers of
clothing to 'match the temperature of
the School rooms.
--While weather is. freezing, - Dr.
Ilernandez said parents should always
he on the lookout for frostbite. Probably
By S. C. Van Curon
the greatest hazard, he- said, "is the.
common cold" because children move
from a warm home to an uncomfortable
classroom where they may remain for
several hours.
While he said there is no real danger
to the childreni_he did have a qualifier,
"proving they are dressed -warm"-to-be
comfortable inthe_classrooms.
_ He pointed out that grandfather put
on fleece-lined underwear in the fall
and never changed his mode of dress
until spring. Children today are used to
warm hornet, and warm clas.srooms
where the temperatures remains about
the Same. He said the change for a short
period can induce the common cold.
He advised parents to dress ,their
children Warm. Grandfather often wore
a regular pair of socks and then a pair
of wool socks over them before he put
his shoes on. This kept the feet warm.
He often wore a flannel shirt over the
regular start and a sweater and coat-
over-these. As the temperature warmed
in the building, he just peeled off
anotheflayer of clothing. '
While torents may not be able-to buy
fleece-lined under*ear for their
children today, they can substitute
snow suits. for the small children, along
with sweaters or jackets. These layers
of clothing ean be taken off to adjust to
the temperature of the classroom.
' Another important factor, the doctor
pointed out, is that the children should
have a good balanced diet. "Cold
weather• requires more food" he said:
He said the children should have three
good Meals a day, and smaller children
should 'eat something between Meals to
mlointain body resistance r•
SumMing it all up, Dr. Hernandez
said that grandfather was dressed for
10 'Years Ago
Kim Smith of Murray Univer ty -
School Won the "bestdebater" awar
the Isaac Litton Debate Tournament
held at Nashville, Tenn.
Deaths reported include Joe Carter,
age' 41, and Mrs. 'Flora Alice Mathis,
age 99., .. . _ .
Brenda Sue Jones of Calloway County
High School and Ann Dunnaway of
Murray High School made the highest
scores at their schools in the American
I
Homemakers of Tomorrow Test_ _
Mrs. Joe Pat Vara Of Murray has:
been promoted to Public Relations
Director for Recovery, Inc., according
-*J3 a release from the headquarters
. Alice at Chicago, Ill.
Marriages-announced include Peggy
lean Neal to Steve Allen McCoy on
lanuary 28. .
Births reported include a girl, Andrea
leryl; to Mr. and Mrs. R. Douglas
Wood on February 2, and a boy, Todd
Robert, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Phillips
on February 4.
20 Years Ago
The annual North-South -Cage game
here in Murray has been disapproved
by the National Federation of State
High School Athletic Association, ac-
cording to a letter to. Calloway County
• Attorney -Robert Q. Miller. This special .
promotion has been sponsored here by
the Murray Chamber of Commerce
during the past several years.
Bill Furgerson will assume the role
as track coach of the Murray ,.State
College Racers.
The Calloway County Hee_ Group
will observe "Heart Month" wItlihror. I.
Frank Tullis, Associate Professor of
Medicine att-the - ei sits- --Terr= -
nessee, Memphis, Tenn.. as guest
speaker. • •
Loretta Wyatt, home economist with
the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, gave a
demonstration on electric lighting ,at
the-meeting of the Kirksey Junior 4-H
\Club with Mike Palmer presiding.
Births reported include a girl, Mickie
Jo. to Mr. and Mrs. Willis Raymond
Jones on February 4, and a boy.
Duncan Nelsonjo Mr. and Mrs. Ray.7s1.
Waggoner on February 8.
Bible
•Thoaght
Hosanna! Blessed is he that
come- tis in the name of .the Lord.
Mask 11:9: -
rejoice that the lord Iisiis
entered into lerus5Thm on that first
Palm Sunday. But, more important
,as He. entered Mto sourheart? '
Fine Arts Center through March 9.
Gallery hours are 7 a.- m. to 9 p. m.
Monday through Friday, 10 a. m. to 4 p.
m. on Saturdays, and 1 to 4p. m. on
Sundays.
Tuesday, February 15 •
Henry Bannon, tenor and associate
professor tn the Department-oHtlusic
will present a recital at 8:15 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center.
Wednesday, February 16
A volunteer income tax assistance
program will be held from 2:30 to -5 p.
m. in Room 206 of Stevihrt Stadium.
This is a free service, available to
MurearMielTudents and others in the
A recital by CarlS. Rogers, baritone
and an associate professor in the
Department of Music, will be presented
at 8:15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall.
Saturday, February 19
The Murray State Raters will Meet
Western Kentucky in the Fieldhouse at
7-:30 m, in an OVCbaskethall game_
The Lady Racers will play Western
Kentucky at 5:15 p. m.; and the men's
junior varsity game against Western
Kentucky will be played at 3p. m.
p,dayjebruary 20 
A senior trumpet recital by Jeryl Ann
Fisher of Henderson will be presented
at 2 p. m. followed by a junior clarinet
recital by Rita Reasons of Dyersburg,
Tenn. at p. ni. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Let's Stay Well
Heart Surgery: Cure Or Relief
By FJ L Blasingame M D
Q: Mrs LS. wonders how- an
operation can cure heart dis-
ease. and she asks for an ex-
planation.
A: When a person -has a
mechanical problem in his
heart, such as a congenital
defect, it may be corrected to
improve the flow of blood and
may result in a cure. An exam-
ple is the cksture of an abnormal
opening betwee, n the right and
left sides of the heart. Such
operative procedures are often
done in children, and they may
be cured as a result of the -surg-
ery and live a normal life.
In older people who develop
heart disease, such as a result of
rheumatic fever, a valve may be
scarred and may require repair:
or replacement While the pa-
tient. often improves, he may not
be comOetely cured. His relief
depepds on the succes of the
"surgery, the condition of the re-
mainder:of his heart and his
general health
In other cases, symptoms may
be relieved, but the heart disease .
persists, so,* as in a bypass
operation. This procedure often
, is done because an inadequate
amount of blood is-reaching the
heart' muscle., resulting in chest
pain (angina pectoris). Studiesien
these cases usually' show a nar-
rowing in a limited pert of one of
the coronary arteries, and a vein
is grafted from the aorta above
to the open part of the coronary
artery below the narrowed seg-
ment. The bypass enables more
blood to reach the heart muscle.
relieving the- angina.
• These bypass operations do
not cure the hardening or
thickening of the heart arteries.
These may be pi ogi essiye. but
the chest pain is often relieved so
that the patient may increase his
activities and return to a
_ satisfactory life.
In addition, the- patient may
bpnefil.by taking care of his gen-
health - by eating a low' 
cholesteroldiet, reducing his
weight. stopping smolone and in-
creasing his exercise on a cradu -
al. regular basis. •
Use of Dental Reliners
Q: Mr. D.C. has had trouble
with his dentures becoming
loose. and he asks whether the
reliners for home use are practi-
cal and helpful.
A: Tissues in the mouth gradu-
ally undergo changes that result
in the improper fitting of den-
tures -The appropriate treat-.
ment should be precise- and
proper to prevent undue pr.-
sire and harm to the tissues
_Accordinli_to-ihe_ American 
Dental Association, there is
documented evidence of mjunes
from home Use of liner Material.,
and it is recommended that the
correction of ill-fitting dentures
be done by a dentist
Frostbite's Warning Signals
Q: Mr. D.P. wants to.knowjhe
..s-yrnptorns - and appearance of
freisthite and how to treat-
A: Frostbite usually occurs on
parts of the body exposed to very
cold weather The affected skin
first becomes bright pink, but,
changes to white or grayish.-
yellow as frostbite takes place.
At--first the -cessation of cold
changes to pain and tingling. As
frostbite rprogresnei; the pain
subsides and the frostbitten area
may feel numb The changes eat
happen so qiiickly that the Or-
son !nay not realix that limn--
dama0 is occurring. •
- First-degree or superficial
frontline is similar to a mild sun-
burn. Second,clegree damage
results in blisters in the skin.
Third-degree frostbite is more
serious, going deeper and result-
ing in death and low of tissue.
For example. all or pars of a
finger or toe May have to he am-
putated from such lisSue
destruction
Frnethoten areas should -not
he treated with-tee or snow, and
VXCM:IVI` heat should also) be
avoidisi When outside, cover the
darnaged area, such as the face
or ears {lands can be inserted
_uito..the -oppesite armpits. When
warming the frozen part. use
water at body temperature, or
slightly above. The -warmth,
'helps to restore circulation.
When the fingers and toes have ,
warmed, they should be gently.
exercised. .
(Prevention is. the hest treat-
ment for frostbite. Use warm
clothing to coter as much of the
skin w possible Keep clothing
lo"--and dry When pivible.
avoid lonpor undue exposure
• Mild Incontinence
Q: My s LR. writes that for
several -months he has hero
troubled with a fecal-colored
stain no bloodAin his under-
clothes from' a discharge from
rectum.his The staining follows
•
two to three hours) only after a
.bowei. movement.. He wonders '-
about the cause and treatment
A: your description souqds as
if you may have a mild degrfe of
incontinence If you had a fisAula.
I would expect some trical re-
neie y4u failed -to men-,
non! and some discharge of pus
at other times
I am unable to make any
helpful suggestions based on
yoUr letter. but I believe that You
need a-rectal examinatirift. itr'
eluding a proctoscopic study of
your lower hmvel, to determine
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Permits from the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers for work in
navigable waters now require
----a fee-of $44-er 9100;-dependiftg--
upon the type of activity
covered by the permit.
A revision of the regulation
pertaining to such permits
Renovation can make you big money now requires a $10 charge for
by lA.arren C Thompson
Renovation is one way farm-
ers all across the pasture belt
are improving income for their
farms. tYri1Vertfftliests titintinCie
to prove that grass fields reno-
vated with a red clover and
ladino mix makes for extra
profit.
, At the University of Kentucky.
research with clever vs. nitrogen
_showed. thatlhe .out-ol-pockgt
costs for each ton of feed
obtained . from old fescue sod,
renovated at the rate of 9 lbs.
with red clover and calculated
osier bs- twCr year period, cost a
- little- over a dollar To get the
same production horn grass and
nitrogen, instead of the clover,
the cost would be nearly $6.00
Costs were based on $1 20 per
pound for red clover seed and
$110 per ton for ammonium
nitrate.
Three year Purdue University
tests showed that a fescue/red
clover/ladino renovated pasture
caused beef calves, running in
the herd with their mothers, to
gain half a pound more per day
than calves on straight fescue
pasture with nitrogen added. to
these same tests, the conception
rate on cows iumped horn 72%
to 92% when renovated fescue
pastures were seeded to red and
ladino clovers. And when you
add the extra calves produced
to the increased rate of gain and
put a price tag on the calves at
$30 per 100 lbs.. that's a whop-











BEETLE., AE YOU JL.i57*
6IT7IN& THERE DOING
No TN ir46 ?!
Blondie
Phantom
YOUR MR. WALKER !






clover renovated, pastures for
100 cows
Similar results are reported in
TZlifiessee. In a three year
study, the calves produced On a
fescue/red clover/ladino mix-
ture pasture averaged 105
pounds more than similar age)
calves grazed on straight grass.
.And an Illinois test shows that
'the birth rate jumped from 7579
to 89% when beef cows were
grazed on renovated clover/
grass pastures. ,This test also
produced calves that averaged
50 lbs more per head on -the
cioyerigrass renovated pasture
than on the grass with nitrogen
added pasture_
Renovation pays off in milk
production. too Tennessee tests
showed renovated clover/grass _
forage produced sx pounds of
milk a cow a day more than
control cows grazing on fescue
alone. That's 1,800 more
pounds of milk over a 305 day
lactation period At $10/ CWT,
that's an added bonus of $180
per cow a year.
So when you look at feed
c9sts,_ increased conception
rates, additional gain), and
greater milk production per cow,
it's no wonder farmers in the
pasture belt are going all out to
renovate low yielding pastures
this year.
Warren C Thompson a o former Univer-
sity of Kentucky Forage Extension Spe.
aahst He is currently Manager of Forage
Marketing for North American .Plant
Breeders. Mon. Kansas 66205
11177 PUT THEM UP ON TNE
WALL IN MY ROOM 50 I









private use permits and $100
for commercial users. The
new requirement went into
effect Dec. 21, 1976 and will be
in force for all applications
received after that date.
Application procedures
have not been changed and no
fees should be submitted with
the applications. When a
permit review has been
completed and approval is
indicated, applicants will be
notified to pay the fee.
No charges will be made for
permits whicle" are denied,
withdrawn or transferred;
and there will be no fees for
time extensions, work per-
formed under general permit
conditions or for applications
by governmental agencies.
Magnitude or type of work
has no bearing on the type of
processing charge. This is
based solely upon whether or




provisions regulating work in
or next to navigable waters or
wetlands is available from the
Regulatory Functions Branch
of the Corps' Nashville
District, P.O. Box 1070, Nash-
ville, TN 37202; telephone 615-
749-5181.
-Iowa was the first state to




Tlitt SIAPE OF A HEART!
f --NEXT
Mrs. Charles Farnsley (left), co-ownel of the Lost Cause Press, presents a set of
the National Register microfiche and a reader to Charlann Carroll, wife of Gov. Julian
Carroll, for the library at the Governor's Mansion. .
Mrs. Julian Carroll views the Governor's Mansion on microfiche as State
Librarian Charles Hinds adjusts the microfilm reader-printer. Looking on are Franklin
County High School students Sandra Woodard and Steve .Smith. "Students will find
thifitationarnegister Microfiche an interesting waylo study Kentuci<y history,— said
Mrs. Carroll.
Mrs. Julian Carroll recently dedicated a listingrof Kentucky properties on the
National Register of Historic Places to Kentucky school children. The listing is on
microfiche-a- sheet of -microfilm OfT which stpossthle to record as many as 192
photos or documents. The microfiche is contained in six 3" x 5" books. A set is being
distributed to each public county library in the state that is participating in the"State
Library and Archives program. '
Kentucky is the first state to record historic proper tieSon microfiche. .
The microfiche was published by the Lost Cause Press in Louisville, in
cooperation .with the KentUtky Depart-ment of Library and -Archives and the
Kentucicylderitage Commission. Photos Kv. Dept. of
Blind CB Operator Assists
ople In Trouble With CB
BISMARCK, N.D. AP) -
"If I can help save even one
life, it's well worth it," says
the Badlands Cowpoke of his
CB radio activities. "I've
helped quite a few people out














rescue units to them."
The 28-year-old Cowpoke -
Lonnie, when he's not on the
air -- became legally blind in
August 1975, the ,result of *
diabetes. The Dickinson, N.D.,
CBer asked that his last name
not be used.
"For me, CB is the greatest
thing in the world," he said in
a teteptrone Interview. "T
have time to feel sorry for
myself.
"I started out on this just as
a Pastime." " I always
enjoyed visiting with truckers,
and most truckers have
radios. I figyred if I started
talking with truckers, and a
bunch got to know me, it would
break my monotony up, and
break theirs up, too.
"I got started directing
',truckers aroand Dickinson,
and it got to be real en-
joyable," the Cowpoke said-
'Helping them out makes you
feel good and useful Sgain."
He said he has talked with
hundreds of truckers, has met
about 10 of them personally
and recognizes many others
by their voice or handle.
"I love wrecker calls," the
Cowpoke said. "It makes me
feel good helping out someone
on the other end. I've been
stuck a lot of times and had to
walk.
"I'm not trying to be a
gloryhog," he added. "If
someone else warns these
people, I let them, unless they.
don't know where they're at.,
When everybody jumps on,
and tries to help, a guy can get






118 St. 17th. 753-0035
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22 Ma, s , 34 Her,•ew r.ILelectrical
measure




26 Moharnm.;0.“. 41, Ae,yt, t
name
29 Part of 30 Magretrcenr 45 A ., "flit!
doesn't know which way is
up."
Lonnie said he keeps his CB
on 24 hours a day.
"If somebody hollers at me
in the middle of the night. I
take that, too," he said.
. "The only -thing I really
don't like is if they holler for a
p.arty, don' drink or Smoke.
If there's a party, I'rn'the last
person in the world to know.
''Another big nuisance is
asking for the time of day," he
said. "I wonder what they
used to do before they had
CBs.' • - •
Lonnie got his CB radio last
Labor Day.
"We'd 'been looking at
radios for more than a year,
but we kept putting doff," he
said. "My better half didn't go
along with my idea of a radio.
She thought they were too
noisy. But I was on the
telephone all the time,. 'arid
anyone trying to get hold of
me couldn't.
"I come from northwest of
Amidon, in the Badlands
area," he added. "1 started as
the 'Badlands Cowboy' but
found a couple others had the
same handle. I picked up
-Cowpoke' from the car-
toons."
The former beekeeper said
he plans to. take tests to
determine his abilities, and
training could begin as early
as spring. "I hope I can stay in
CB." he said_ -but it's hard to
find a job that pays enough."
Certain women are more
likely to bear infants with
problems. The March of
Dimes urges these women in
particular to get early,
regular prentatat care.
Mothers who are under 15 or
over 40; those who are non-
white, single, or poor;
mothers having their second
baby'within the year or who
previously have borne a child
with birth defects; and
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DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to •
learn more about God's
plan for you•'.' Call 753-
0964. It is not a recor-













on and the Business
Office' may be




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday St Saturday 7 : 30-
3:30. Appointment at



























FOR FREE OIL and





NUSIAND I. Ifflif TWAS
Need Extra Money' Queens
Way to Fashion Home
Fashion Showings is the an-













requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOUEO BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Ly SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD t AREFUELY
AND NOT/FY US PROM
























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made fron any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 0
x 10 $2.40. Past service.
etrtcraft, 116 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking










WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needlme, 7534333.
l.dv
911f  feat lied
'Geese* TeDiets I 11.11ep
"weer pis" *Awe Drug,
roes. 4164
IN LOVING MEMORY of
Will J. (Bill) Garland,
who passed away 1 year
ago today, Feb. 14, 1976.
They say time heals all
sorrow, and helps one to
forget. But time so far
has only proven, how
much we miss you yet.
Through tears we
watched you suffer, and
saw you fade away. Our
hearts was almost
broken, you fought so
hard to stay. gave
us strength to take it,
and courage to bare the
blow. But how we miss
you Daddy, God only
knows. Still sadly
missed by his wife,
Christine Garland,
children, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis (Mary Sue)
Shiltz, and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M.
Garland and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Pearly
-McClur-e-and family.
5 lost And found
LOST WHITE female






















person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area This is
your opportunity to
make good .money as a
sales perSon. If in-







320, Murray. Ky. Giving
personal data.
MAKE $1.00 PER CARD
selling engraved Zodiac
Social Security cards.
Free sales kit. No in.
vestrneat._ Write Gregg
Products, Box 772-HI,
Lexington, N.. C. 27292
 1.—vi•••••••••••• , •
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10 Business Opportunity
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known oil
company. This is a per-





of farm and industrial
machinery helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri. Feb. 18 at
7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.
14. Want 're Buy
15. Articles For Sale
DUNCAN PHYFE
banquet dining room
set. Table, 5 chairs and
buffet. Two mahogany
end tables and coffee
table. Call 436-2289.








FOR SALE: One dorm
size refrigerator. In
excellent 'condition. $75.





Call 527-1315 or 474-Arica
USED CRIB and play
pen. Call collect after 6
p. m., 901-247-5203.
WANT TO BUY, camper
or topper for '2 ton
pickup. Call 753-4138.
A GOOD USED bike for a
four year old boy. Call
489-2510.
1969 OR LATER wrecked
or junk V. W. body for
parts. Call 753-7581 after
4:30 p. m
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 3,8" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.85. 16" bar, 89.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
HALF PRICE - complete
deep well pump system,
8150. Complete water
clarifier system, $200.




tables with all equip-
ment delivered and set
up, $650. Six models on
display. Many other
available. Quick
delivery. Call for ap-
pointment 901-686-1177.
PENTA TREATED
'lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also




FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, 812.50





each. Call 753-4968. .
ELECTROLUX SALES




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
0-p-r gta-. etririi-t-
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your




Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-354-
8619.
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full









345-2633 for Farm Fan




planter. Used 2 years.
Perfect condition. Call
aLterS p, mi. 753-4503.
19. Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-











belly mower or will
trade for Ford Tractor.
Call 75.7.919 after 4 p.
m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrtide
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact









rhythms. One year old.














Dear Brenda • thank, for the
hafirWlf vent of m, life.






















to Sean Wilkins from
the J. B. Burkeen
I family.
/••• Hon.. vv., ha... a Mary ...than
,v,,,•,Aga no oar pls. ran fill
Iwou•• owan to much in •••• and








picked a nicer pair
of parents in the







fr e lore von both
rem, mach. Lore
Lifld(L' l'ai-
tv and Trail v.st
to our children, [Ten-






David E. 4 To my little
dummy. I love you more
than words con express
Happy Valentine's Day
From your little dummy
Mary P.
To my husband Cal, I

















I r ,, r rind I Ii.r/4
Sally
Love James
To Kalani and Fawn








Love Dad and Mom
LA
S W.. R. R.. J D.,
and W H You are
all my Valentines.
Miss ya'll lots!. Love
from La.
I lit fill filth
to our son, Chad
Love mommy and
Daddy
'west fun las& kids 1 Fame I
hope outs usll'he as 111001 (V
VP"








$20. Bassinet, $10. Infant
seat, $3. Playtex nurser
bottles, $5. Baby clothes,
$10. Call 753-6345.
PROGRAM SUB-
SUDIZES cost for house
siding, if • needed for






white marble top, oak
.ice box, hump •back
truck, 4 piece bedroom
suite, oak china cabinet,
oak buffet, oak tables,
pedestal table, kitchen




Also 6 x 8 barn and 10 x
10 metal binding. 607
South 4th Street.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








To Pot McMullin, the
best teacher I ever
had Love Laura Mc-
Connell,
Ron, I inn s bolo- to
hot e %oil_ the must
Ii iiriiI.'rii! husband in
ill, florid.
I love you, Debby.
LT
Dad, Mom, S. C., and
M. C., my love to you
today as always.












"flair, I entsne's Om I'll
bitng rola "loses from
Doentnn.a where tke, don't














buyi sell or horsetrade,




wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new ,25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antennas, trunk or roof




You save more at our
liquidation store.
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and 'save. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 502 BEDROOM,
liming room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially car-
peted. Call 474-8843.
12 x 64 FULLY FUR-
NISHED and carpeted.
Central heat and air.
Extras. Like ne,w. Call
753-1590, after 510 498-
8612.
12x 60 MA.STERCRAFT,
Central air and heat.






To Lisa, you are the






Jeff A.. - an a de', of heartrt,
and a do., of lore. Let as share
gins one and 'mirth. man,
man, b.  I own,' 14,1.• TRIM was
To Miry ond
.Lore to TNittll bothion
I (dentine *.ti DI/1.




27. Mobile Home Sales
12x70 1174 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3'4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p. m.




Washer jr Dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
balding insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Just 3 minutes away
from lake. Excellent
well and septic system.
Under $9,0120.00. Call 753-














29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO 'BEDROOM trailer.





nished. One or 2 adults.
$70 month. Phone 753-
5405 after 5 p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
I Want To Rent
COUPLE WITH one child
wants unfurnished
house. Outside of city
limits. Preferable with
pasture for horse. Call
436-2430.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM all
electric duplex.
Available March 1. For 2
or 3 people. Call 489-
2595.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.
"C.,4
to our mothers, Ola
Burkeen and Dixie









You are the best
Valentine anyone could
ever want.






















32 AOci. " • ,d 174'1'
'FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment for
2 people. Call 753-7575.
33 1" Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 438-
2510.
34. Houses for Rent
FOR RENT - one 2
bedroom house and one
3 bedroom house. $250
and $275. Calf Tucker
Realtors 753-4342,9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
FIVE ROOM house for 2




house with 2 baths on -
1114 Poplar St. Call 753-
1962.
F p Rent Or Lt
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
36 Cul Rent Or Leese
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on -
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 8Q. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
' Liirestocii Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 435-
4503.
REGISTERED &ROC
Boar, 550 lbs. Four sows










old. Registered. Call 436-




Cita Action No. 5246-76
William H. Cullop, Plaintiff, vs Robert A. Hayes
and Ralph R. Coker, Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a-Judgment and Order of Sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered on the 16th
day of December 19'76, in the above cause, and
for the payment of a Default Judgment in the
amount of $1,933.25 with interest at the rate of
eight (8%) per cent .until paid, and its costs
therein, I shall proceed to:offer for sale at the
William Cullop farm, Route 3, Murray, Ken-
tucky, on the Kiricridge Road, to the highest bid-
der at public auction on the 3rd day of March
1977 at 1:00 p.m. or thereabout, the following
described personal property, to-wit: Castle
Comb, a pacer brown mare out of Freddy Dor-
wood and Kik-Kwik Castle. Castle Comb is listed
In the Registery Book Volume 60 and tattooed
with the number 80053.
For the purchase price the purchaser must be
prepared to pay cash and take inunediate
possession of the property. Buyers will be
















and Toby's mother Hap-
py Valentine's Day We
think you ar• the'
greatest Be our Valen-
tine. We love you, Billy
-and Toby




pfre. and mosils. to Rick







Mom and Odd We
couldn't have picked
nicer pair of parents in







\ hove to be a star,







 the whole world
Linove Bradley
MitZi






„ Johnnie. We love




























with a two • bedroom
brick home on Ky 893
about one mile south of
-Lynn Grove..About eight
acres of tendable land
and two acres of woods.
Could be used for
building sites .or for a.
small farm operation.
Reasanahl  •  rired 
John C. Neubauer.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Murray, 753-7531 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
LOTS - Lcyrs- LOTS -
-We still liave several
-desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
-.-rof--,latsPrices-•tart at
$3,300. Some wooded lots
still available. Owner









358 feet dee ... the onl
ot available for sale
across from the new city
park.. . ideal for sports
store. Kick off your
shoes and settle in front
of the fire in this warm
family room, designed
just for you. Add 4
bedrooms, living room,
dining area, 2 baths and
-a 14' x 45' rec room for














at 10 p. m.
•- - -
THREE -BEDROOM
house located on US 641
in South Hazel. This
property will provide a
family with low cost
-housing. .to o C.
Neubauer,-Realtor, -505
Main St., Murray. 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
43 Real Estate
175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line _Road only
ieven miles south of
Murray. Large amount
of tendable land, some
additional -land that
could be cleaned up and
some wgoded land.
Tendable land has been
in beaus. Good road
frontage. Also county
road access on other
part of land. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St.; 75341101 or 753-
7531.
FOUR BEDROOM
HOME just listed in
Canterbury, .Estates.
Home is les:, than one
year Old, and is out-
standing in both qpality
- and design. Large
family room-recreation















fenced, and A-1 con-
dition. Nice' Tiome plus
many buildings, tool
shed, -corn crib -filled- --
with corn, 16 x 40 milk
barn, . also 2 ponds, 1
stocked with catfish.
Two automatic feed
sikis. If you are in-
terested in becoming
your own boss and en-
joying the good country
life, call us today and let
us start 'ou
way. Call 753-8060 or
come by 105 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane








low 50's. Phone KQP-
PERUD REALTY:. 753-
1222 for more in-'
formation..
112 ACRES ON Ky 281T,
about- six ,mles from
Murray and only two
miles from Ky Lake and
TVA recttion area.
Long -road  rent•ge -OR
both sides bf 280. Very
fine building sites. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101 or call Linda
Drake at 753-0492.
large trees for a- nice
shady homesite: Collis FOR SALE - 80 acres,
John C. Neubauer, house, five miles East of.
' Realtor', 505 Main St., Hardin. Near lake.
-- -7534101- or Pam Terms. Call. 1-313-292-
- - -----4todgers, /53:7116 7180.
SHERIFF'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 5247-76
WILLIAM H. CULLOP, PLAINTIFF,
VS
MS. RANI E. RAY, DEFENDANT
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of-a Judgmela and Order °Mali of th.
Calloway Circuit Court, rendered on the 46th day of
December 1976, in the above cause, for the payment
of a Default Judgment in the amount of $1,039.00
with interest at the rate of eight .(8. 1 percent until
paid, and its costs therein, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the William Cullop farm, Route 3,
Murray, Kentucky, on the Kirkridge Road, to the
highest bidder at public auction on the 3rd day of
March 1977 at 1:00 p.m. or thereabout, the following
described personal property, to-wit:
Amigo Starr, a Pacer Bay Horse out of Lumberjack
and Lucy Jane. Amigo Starr is listed ift the Registry
Book Volume 49 and tattooed with the number 30278.
For the purchase price the purchaser must be
prepared- to pay .cash and take immediate
possession of the property. Buyers will be prepared




, - To Bid
The Murray Board of Education will
receivg.s.taLed bidjrAposals for the fur-
nishing ot all labor, materials, services,
and equipment required to complete
alterations to the Murray Middle School.
These proposals will be received atthe of-
fice of the Murray Board of Education,
814 Poplar, until 12:00 Noon CST, Thur-
sday, February 24, 1977. At this time all
proposals will be -opened publicly and
read. Separate proposals will be received
for the following divisions bf work: Bailer
Room. Construction, Acoustical Treat-
ment, Mechanical and Plumbing, and
,Electrical. One set of plans,
specifications, and bid-firm may be ob-
tained from the Architects Clemmos,
GiTlies and Harms,', 2111 Twentieth
ue, South, Nas4vil1e, Tennessee
372 2. -The Board reserves the right \ to
reject any and all bids and to waive *y


















New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 " per
month. Large lot with
routri trailer
parking,. or store ex-
Pension. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this -opportianty to-






homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the








VLEASE - LET HIM HAVE A FIRE _
BURNING 1N THEFIREPLACE."
46. Homes For Sale
FOR
SALE
BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street Brick. 2. baths. Up-
stairs • 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,,,,
irernir-room-7,kit-
-:,en and dining room.
Glassed front patch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement
• carpeted, ,v bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room. one kitchen sink,
shower Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely insulated
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit





BY OWNER. Nice 3
bedfoofn home, den,
utility room. Just two




bath brick on 1 acre.








BIG HOUSE for family,







Only 1500 miles.' Call
after 4p..ra. 753-3143
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride alrday -for
pennies.. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
_ commuting to town or
South 12th at Sv - classes. Priced to sell.
TELEPHONE 753-1651
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1966 CHEVROLET, 2 ton
pickup, law condition.
Six cylinder, motor
sound. $250. Call 753-0672
after 6 p. m.
1975 OLDS 442. Silver .with
black stripes. Loaded





1968 Oldsmobile 98, $250.
1963 Ford, 6 cylinder,
$250. Call 436-5855.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1966 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.




transportation_ Am. 417 _
g. highwy 3 mpg city.
$1100. Call 753-9928 after
5 p. m.




New tires. .1450.00 or
best offer Call 753-8417.
SALE OR TRADE -1930
Chevrolet ("aloe, 28,000
actual trii1c. Appraised
at $4,000. Best offer over
$3,000 or trade toward





TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418,
44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough. Call 753-
8448.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, pat4o, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
BRICK „BOME, 3





Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.




dition. Pricer' .to sell.
1702 'College Farm
Road: Call 753-5
OWNER M4ING ut of
state. Thrie bedroom
home, good location.




- Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976. CHEVROLET
CAPRICE Classic, four
door, hardtop, AM -
stereo and tape, $4,450.
Call 7534445. -
1961 CHEVY 2 ton truck.
Grain bed, _gitiod tires,
good bed, good Shape.
Two QA 50 mini bikes.
Call after 6; 753-9787.
1974 MARK IV. Red with





tires. $2,650. Call 753-
4445.
1973 BUICK Electra, 4.
. --door, hardtop. AM-FM
stereo, tilt, cruise,
radial tires. $2,650. Call
." 753-4445.























may be seen and bid
, forms obtained at the




pus. Bids will be
opened February 22,






49. Used Cars & Trucks
1976 GMC TRUCK, 3. ton,
Heavy Duty springs and
tires. Reason for selling







• Roger Fain, 4354539.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 14 GENERAL BACKHOE
to; Call 435-4113 after 6. work, white gravel,
1966 CHEVY ton ---"ba23:14114""611-486--
camper special,. 327.
automatic with power TILE - TILE - TILE.
steering. Has an in- Complete patio an4
sulated overcab topper. porcttes, brick and- tile,
All ffic $55000 Phone react,-
''3544;653,-
liarnilton, 753-8500.
PRICED TO SELL. 1971




van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1972 EL DORADO, brown









WILL DO inside or out-









of electric heat, air._
condition. appliances,
water pumps, water'









- and beg vice.- t,ali iony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
TRICIAN and gas in-
ta.11ation will do
Plumbing; heating-and -
, sewer cleaning. Call 753,
• '7203.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. m.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. 'Call now
Roy Harmon's Car-
-T-964er, Shop, - 753-4124,
Very clean. Call 753-7699 CUSTOM HAY batting
nights, 753-0123 days. and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
1973 DODGE VAN, V-8
automatic, custom paint




1 9 7 4 M A TA D 2,11
.Eroughtim, exceIrent
condition: $1700. Must
- sell. Call 753-4023.
JEEP CJ-545 -Renega.de _
Package. 1200 i tires _ 
on spoke wheels. Call
753-5532.
- 1973 DODGE AD-
VENTURER: Brown
_ and gold. new tires,-








, 4 door hardtop„
white-black interior,
new radial- tires. Extra
clean One owner. $550.
Call:436-2427,7
1964, FORD PICKUP,
custom cab. \ Good
• sonditian $475. ôaii 753-
4018 after 6 p. m.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
50 Campers
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for


















Call 7534127 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
'getting small
16' TRAILER, camper. 
those
plumbing jobs _done
Steeps six. Call 753-494. Tbon_ouu_753.044._
LICENSED ELEC-
-
ficient service. NO job
too small. Cal) Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOB !REIF estimate
On all stump removal.






guaranteed. Call - or
write -Morgan -Con-
-strnetiort-eo-.; Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
-42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL DO TYPING at
home. Call 753-7567.
,.INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
- bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estiinates.
room at 8 cents per. sq.
It and wr will _clean the
hallway tree. linut 4 x
10. A 10' x 10', room

















, Call Ralph..Warley, 753--
0708.
ELECTRICAL WIRING









work needs call John




Collie (logs. One is male,
full blboded, 1 year old.
The other is female,
almost full blooded, 4
morilho -They look
Jac like Lassie. Call 753-
6979.
FREE -$1X week old
mixedlreed puppy. Has
been wormed.. Needs
lots of love and kindness
as he has had a hard
t, way to go  in her few
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Silver Fish & Shrubs
- Kellefs Termite
& Pest Control














614 I 4th Si
753- 7363
Robby , Cruits. Paint
and Vlallpoier
Open 8 00 •.•n
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Paschall of Route Three,
Puryear, Tenn.. died Sunday
at 10:30 p. m. at his home. He
was 83 years of age. .
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a veteran of World
War I. Born May 21, 1893, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was-
the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Joel Paschall. He andhis-
wife, the former Connie
Elizabeth Doran, who sur-
vives, were married in 1945.
Mr. Paschall is survived by
his wife; three daughters,
Mrs-. etiaries-- -----rirricrgerter
Canine, . Paducah, Mrs. John
MIldredl Clark, Detroit,
Mich., and_Mr s—L_ots_ Love)
Paschall, Indiana; two step
sons, iT C. Rowland, Chicago,
1,11., and Barchall Doran,
Puryear, Tenn.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Ovie Cole and
Mrs. Jenny Key, Murray, and
Mrs. Billie Spann, Chicago,
111.; two brothers, Oxie and
Barney Paschall, Murray;
thirteen grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
One step son, Brent
Rowland, died in 1965.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Heme, Paris, Term., with
 -burial-to-fullow4n the-P-urFear
Cemetery. ,
. Friends may call at the
funeral home.
CORRECTION
In a story on Black History
Week at Murray High School
last .week, an error was made
concerning Willie Nell Reed,
last y:ear'Squeen who crowned
Denise Bumphis.
• Willie Nell is the daughter of
Mrs, Ruth Williams. She is a
freshman at Murray State
University.
Hog-Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 14. 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 1511 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 higher Sows steady
US 1-2 206-230 lbs. . $40.75-41.00 few 41 25
US 1-3 2042401ln 140.50-40.75
US 2-4 240-26010a. 839.75-40.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. i  8311.75-39.75
Sows
US 1-2270-350 Ike. $32.50-33.$0
Us 1-3 300-450 lbs. $33 00-M.00
US 1-3 450-650 134 0945.00
US 2-3 300500 lbs. 13290-3300
Boars 18.00-20 00
Mrs. Willoughby Is
Dead At Age 75;
Services Today
Mrs. Cluster Willoughby of
Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday
,at 1:30 p. m. at her home. She
was 75 years of age, and the
wife of W. P. Willoughby who
died in 1960. They were
married in 1918.
The Puryear woman was a
member of the Mt. Zion
Church of Christ. Born
- -thintiary-20;490t, she was the
daughter of the late Noah
Paschall and Bell Jackson
Paschall. One son, Ellison
-Willoughby, preceded her in
death in 1974.
Wittotrghby is-survivect
by, two daughters, Mrs. Billy
Betty i Clark,- Benton, and
. Ws. E r nesl. LGIeridaL
Clevenger, Montgomery,
Ala.; one son, _Robert
Willoughby, ,Largo,_ Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Hinda.
Jackson and - Mrs.. Evelyn
Duncan, Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Sammie Lee, Detroit,





three great grandchildren. •
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Bro.
Gerald Sykes officiating.
Et-wrial in the




Henry Bannon, tenor and an
associate professor of music
at Murray State University,
will be presented • a reeftal
on Tuesday, Fe IS. at
8:15 p.m. • in-, ...Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State.
The professor will be ac-
companied by Marie Taylor,
pianist, and an assistant
professor of music at
State University.
SHRINE LADIES
The Murray Shrine Club
Ladies Sewing Group will
meet Tuesday, February 16;
at ten a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Freed (Clover )-Cotham, Story
Avenue._
f: THINK ABOUT IT!
By Kenny Imes
With the exception of the Bible, we think reading
about Lincoln can buoy one's spirits, can give hope
when hope is needed, mote than any other way. Sadly,but wisely, when you read about Lincoln, you see the
greatness in the man. .You see how a great man is
measured, unfortunately, after he has fallen, like you
measure a tree after it is down, not while it stands.
Lincoln never claimed-to be an orator but his words
put to shame the multisyllabled oratory of other
statesmen. For example,_reacl this-
"I am not bound to win, but I am bound to be true. I
am not bound to succeed, but I am bound to live up to
what light I have. I must stand with anybody who stan-
ds right; stand with him while he is right and part with
him when he, goes wrong." A great thought? Yes, of
course. 54 words! and 52 of the 54 words are of one
syllable!
Lincoln's birthday reminds us that small words with
good deeds measure a great min_ —




Cife 1. to p a.
6 D.!, A *eel.
Phone 753 90166




















Are Held Today -
for Louis Nanny
Funeral services for Louis
Nanny of Murray Route Two
were held this morning at
'10:30a. m. at the chapel orthe
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. _Henry Hargis
and Bro. John L. Hicks of-
ficiating. The song service
was by singers from the Union
Grove Church of Christ with
Ralph Ray as leader.
Active pallbearers were
Sherrill Gargus, Hamp
Brooks, Jr., Charlie Dunn,
Charles Johnson, Noby
Carraway, and Graham
-Feltner. Honorary pallbearers -
._were_RalotiRay. JRITIPC  Potts 
JamesBrandon, 011ie Tidwell,
Rex Cooper, Don  Marine,
Keith Hays, and Wes Fulton,
elders and deacons of 'the
Union Grove Church where
Mr. NatinY was 'a Merriber and -
deacon. -
Interment was in. the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Nanny, age 76, a retired
farmer, died Saturday at 7:15
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. His wife, the
former Rovene Wilson, died in
1958. Born May 5, 1900, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William C.
Nanny and Florence Finch
,Nanny.
Survivors include one son,
Charles Nanny and wife,
Betty, Murray Route Two;.,
two graRlsons, Don and Dale
Nanny, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Joe iFlorence Meador,
Murray Route Four, and Mrs.
Clifton 1Nell) Cochran,
Murray; four brothers, Ralph,
Wheeling, W. Va., Earl,




A household shower for the
Rev. and Mrs. Harold
Smotherman Who lost their
home and contents by lire in
January will be honored at a
shower to be herd at the, Oak
Grove Baptist Church on
Thursday, February 17, at
seven p.m.
The public is invited to
attend, according to a church
spokesman. For informathr
or to send gifts, persons may
contact Bro. Otis Jones,
Jimmy Key, Doyle Hum-
phreys, or William Gerald
Paschall.
Prices of stock of local interest at ripon
EDT, today, furnished to the Leder &
Times by First of Michigan. corp., of
!Murray , are as follows, v
Heublein Inc 29% -%
McDorialds Corp.  _ 45% -%
Ponderysterns. .. one-
Klmberly Clark_ ....... . 43% -%
-Union Carbide 57% unc
W. R. Grace ...... .  28's
Texaco 27% -%
General Elec.  50% -46
GAF Corp 12% -4
Georgia Pacific 33% ±%
Pfizer 27%
Jim Walters 35% -%
Kirsch .14' 4"1
Disney 38% -%
Franklin Mint 23% -Ls
Prices of stocks of local inte[est at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tithes by 1. M. Simon Co are as follows
Indus Avg  -146
Airco 29% As
Am. Motors  +4
Ashland Oil  33'.. -I%
AT&T 63k.
FcAl Motor 55% 't




Gulf Oil 28% As
Pennwalt 33% -%
Quaker Oats 234 As
'Republic Steel 33% uric
Singer Mfg. 20% 4
Tappan ........ . ION uric
Western Union  18% uric
Zenith Radio 243/ -4
The first six weeks after
conception are one of the most
crucial periods in our lives,
says the March of Dimes.
Most major body parts are
formed during this time. The
process is very delicate and
highly sensitive to such out-
side influences on the mother
as drugs. The voluntary health
agency urges all women of
childbearing age to practice
good health habits con-
sistently:
New White House Look is 'Comfortable'
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Rumpled cordirioys are okay;
ties are optional. The new look
in the White House is com-
fortable. Some might call it
sloppy.
There's an air of casual
slapdash as aides in the Carter
administration breeze through.
the plush corridors jacketless,
Consumer Comment
often wearing khaki pants and
turtlenecks rather than the
three-piece suits popular
during the Ford_ tcl-,
ministration.
•'This is the way most of us
have been all along," says
Gerald Rafshoon, a White
liouse media cpnsultapt who
was sporting a turtleneck.
"People who wore coats and
ties continue to do so. Those,
)Vtio wtre slobs continue'to
_
"Jimmy never imposed a
dress code on us. We're a
pretty loose, irreverent
group," said Rafshopn, who
directea Carter's advertising
Preparations Necessary For
Safe Driving During Winter
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Digging your car out of the
-snow and ice is only the
-beginning of the battle-when it
comes to driving during the
_winter. .
Advance preparations and
knowing what to do in
dangerous :situations are the
• keys to safety and it pays to
review' Some of the basics
before you set out. ,
The first thing to remember
in ice or snow is to start
slowly. The trick is to give the
wheels enough power to keep
below the point where they
start spinning. Use drive, not
low, in an automatic shift car;
in a stick shift car, starting in
second or third may help.
Keep the front wheels as
straight as possible. The
rolling - -resistance of the
wheels is lessened when they-
are not trying to move
sideways.
If your wheels keep spinning
and the vehicle doesn't move,
stop and let the tires cool
befcTte-- trying again. The
spinning heats the tires and
the heated ,tires will simply
dig a deeper att.
If nothing 'works, you can
try rocking the car out of a rut
by shifting from reverse to
second gear in a car with
manual transmission or
reverse to drive in a car with
Carter... Continued from Page 1)
5.
Delivering the opening
prayer to the church, which
wa filled with some 200
worshipers, Carter said he
was thankful "to, live in a
nation that gives us freedom
to worship as we choose."
On Saturday morning
Carter strolled around town in
blue jeans, a navy blue shirt
and a cardigan for several
hours, ,chatting with friends,
tourists and reporters.
He retealed that, he thinks
mandatory automobile gas
mileage standards might be a
good energy conservation
measure.
• on Britain's back."
The president said earlier
Sunday that he believed
Young's remarks were taken
Out of context and that he did
not think "Andy said it in a
critical way."
Carter returned to
Washington early from his
weekend visit to Plains in -
order to meet for an hour with
Young, Secretary State
Cyrus R. Vance -end national
security ,adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski.
A spokesman provided. no
details, but said the U.N.
ambassador gave a "full
report" on his African trip.
Carter then met for a half-
hour more with Vance and
Brzezinski.
Vance leaves tonight on a
fact-finding mission to the
Middle East.
Although neither govern-
ment. announced a formal
agenda, Carter 'and Lopez
Portillo were expected to
discuss such issues as trade,
illegal aliens, prisoners and
tourism.
Carter was playing his role
as commander-in-chief over
the weekend when he flew to
Georgia and back aboard an
Air Force jumbo jet that-
would be the aerial command
post in case of nuclear attack.
He said he tried to save
money on Friday by traveling
by car from Warner Robins
AFB- near Macpn, Ga., where
he landed, to Plains, a
distance of 70 miles.
But after the one hour and 45
minute drive, he decided it
would be both shorter and
cheapef to travel by
helicopter. With all the police
needed to to block off in-
tersections, the motorcade
was more costly, he reasoned.
Carter, who said he plans to
have a helipad built near his
home, made the return trip to
the -air base in 28 minutes by
helicopter.
Carter was. welcomed back
to the Plains'liaptist Church
for the first time as president
on Sunday. He was called on to
lead the prayer both at his















He also noted that Kissinger
has agreed' to serve as
chairman' of an advisory
committee for the newly
formed Alliance for Energy
Conservation.
He also said he was ready to
announce defense budget cuts.
But he said he could only
make -"superficial changes"
in the over-all Ford ad-
ministration budget for fiscal
1978 that totaled ;440 billion.
PresS Secretary. Jody
-Powell said Sunday that
Carter and his family soon
would spend a weekend at the
presidential retreat, Camp
David, in the Catoctin
Mountains of western
-Maryland.
automatic transmission. Go as
far backward as you can,'Iben
switch and go foward,
'alternating directions several
times:The few inches you gain




always casual around Jimmy.
He's oblivious to the
superficiality of dress."
White House press
secretary Jody Powell says
that while Carter's aides don't
dress down on purpose, their
sartorial informality may
convey a message to the
American people.
"It may make us more
approachable," said Powell,
who rarely wears all three
pieces of his suits at once. He
sat at his desk during an in-
terview-- with his vest un-
buttoned, tie loose and feet
propped up.
"For the most part, I think
people here are not making
any _effort to be differenithan
they . are," he said. "One
message is that for Carter,
clothes aren't part of the
-trappings of formality and
power. They aren't impor-
tant."
Powell said Carter's
decision to wear a sweater
rather than a Jacket for his
first fireside chat was a
conscious one. Carter realizes
that clothes have an impact on
the public's perception oThim,
Powell said. -
"Looks are part of it. If you
know looks are a part of it, you
make a choice .... The choice
you make shows what you are
about," Powell explained.
Pat Caddell, 27, Carter's
pollstey, Laid the new White
House staffers may dress less
formally than those in
previous administrations, but
The Carterites look a lot better
than they did during the
"If anything, people are





Gov. Julian Carroll told 201
motel, hotel and resort
operators meeting at Ft.
Mitchell that their "spirit of
enthusiasm" and cooperation




"When I became governor
and hired Jim Vernon
Commissioner of Public
InformatOn), we set a goal for
Kentucky to reach the billion-
dollar level in tourism by the
end of . 1977," the' Governor
said.
"I am proud to tell you that
together, state government
and the private sector have-
attained that goal a year
ahead of schedule," Carroll
said.
In 1976, the state's tourism
industry brought in $1.041
billion in total receipts.
- Carroll told those attending
the conference that their in-
dustry is not a "frivolity,"
pointing out that tourism
employs more than 100,000
Kentuckians, composes 20 per
cent of the state's economy
and generated $346 million in
state taxes in 1976.
The Governor expressed
pride in the state's in-
ternational tourism -
development office in
Brussels, Belgium, calling it
potentially "one of Kentucky's
most successful economic
ventures." He mentioned the
work of Jamison Denny,
executive _director of the
program in Brussels, and the
_ new _ statewide coordinator,
William Bennett. ,
Both Denny and Bennett
attended the conference, with
Denny making -It special trip
from Europe-for the ocfasion.
Denny assured the group that
"the markets are there (in
Europe) and the interest is
there. It's up to us to develop
(travel) packages for tile
tourist."
To assist foreign travelers
visiting Kentucky, the
Department of Public In-
formation has developed a
language bank to help over-
come language barriers.
"More than 150 Kentuckians
already have volunteered
their services for this
project," Carroll said.
The Governor also pointed
out that the state parks
department has completed
negotiations enabling any of
Kentucky's 15`reiort parks to
act as foreign currency.. ex-
changes.
The travel conference was
sponsored by the Kentucky
Hotel-Motel Assn., the Nor-
thern Kentucky Convention
and Visitors Bureau and the








We thought this month would be a very-ap-
propriate time to tell you how much we ap-
pr.%iate,your banking with us. So accept
out thanks. And our pledge of prompt,
courteous, friendly service all through the
year!
nk
of
Murray
Tomorrow 
Together
,
